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Abstract
Ibis analysts of the interrelationship batmen a number of socio­
economic factors, and illness and the obtaining of health ear® ia based 
on data collected in Columbia County in the Coastal Plain region of 
southwest Arkansas* the county is characterized by moderate-sized cotton 
fanac, largely operated by single families? a moderate degree of tenancy? 
and a fair3y large proportion of Negroes in the faxm population* The 
data were obtained from two souroesi (1) schedules secured by personal 
interflow with $14 fnellies selected on the basis of a stratified sample 
of white and Negro tenure classes, and collected as part of the Southwest 
Regional tenure Project***— * five-otate cooperative project designed to 
analyse fully the roeio-eeommic aspects of tenancy? (2) inforaation taken 
from the office records of the farm Security Administration Medical Asso­
ciation (a county*wide prepayment typo modieal cooperative open to eH 
i&lte and Negro clients of the Fam Security Administration)* and assist* 
Ing of the medical experience of 229 white and Negro families during the 
calendar year 1%2« A wide array of roeto-eeomomle factors that might 
be directly or indirectly associated with illness and the obtaining of 
medical care were tested*
The principal findings of the study are as follows:
1* There is a pronounced association between race, end health 
and health care* Negroes* in comparison with whites, have 
more illness and receive less medical car®, although Negroes 
in the Medical Association sample, paying in advance for 
adequate medical care, received significantly more service 
than did those in the Tenure Project sanple* Factors respon­
sible for the relatlonriiip are apparently a number of socio­
economic conditions associated with race and with healths 
tenure status, alee of fam, housing conditions, education, 
and, perhaps most j/nportent, Income*
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S. Compared with families having better housing conditions, 
those having poor housing conditions reported more ill­
ness and sli^atly store medical care* this relation­
ship appears to be accounted for in part by poorly eoiv* 
strutted houses, poor sanitation, and overcrowding. In 
addition, leek of education concerning the importance to 
family health of the above conditions, and low economic 
Status, basic to poor housing conditions and to poor 
health, are Important factors*
% Families having lew material possessions index scores re­
ported a relatively high incidence of illness, a rela­
tively low amount of medical car© obtained. Factors 
responsible for the relationships are the condition or 
absence of a number of household and personal posses­
sions indirectly associated with health, and low income, 
associated both with the possession of movable property 
and with health*
10* the relationship between socio-econfiKiic status (as meas­
ured by the Socio-Economic Status scale}# and illness 
and the obtaining of medical care is ^uit© Irregular* 
the Scale— a composite Index made up of the Social Par­
ticipation, housing, and Material Possessions Indexes—  
is apparently a less useful device for the present analy­
sis than the separate indexes.
11* there is a definite relationship between income and 
health, families with low incomes reporting relatively 
mere illness and less medical care then those with higher 
incomes*
13* there is a pronounced association between distance from 
health facilities and health, remote families, white and 
Kegro, being significantly disadvantaged in the amount 
of illness experienced end in the amount of medical ser­
vice obtained. In comparison with those living closer 
is, remote families have high rates of tenancy, poor 
housing conditions, low educational status, and low in- 
corns * In addition, distance involves difficulties in 
contacting physicians, mileage and service charges, time, 
and the availability and costs of transportation.
13* In all of the comparisons made between the amount of ser- 
viee obtained by families in the two samples, families 
in the Medioal Association, regardless of race and tenure, 
obtained significantly more service than those in the 
Tenure Project sample.
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corollary proposition* relative to farm tenors as such* are tested?
a* There is a positive association between tenancy and 
health and the obtaining of health services*
h* The foregoing relationship is not causal in its nature* 
but incidental} the relationship exists fen* the met 
part because there is a similar association between 
&aay socio-economic factors and tenure, and between 
these factors and health*
B* Scope
The study is limited to consideration of farm families of two
sample groups in. Columbia County* located in the Coastal Plain area
of south Arkansas* The data for the first sample group were collected
for the Southwest Regional Tenure Project and represent a stratified
1
san$>le of tenure groups as they obtained in the area in 19k%* The
second sample is composed of the membership of the Columbia County
Health Association* medical and dental cooperatives sponsored by the
Far® Security Administration for its borrowers*
Tenure Project Sample* Bata for the ©ample were secured by
personal interviews with 31h families in the County* a long and
detailed schedule with questions concerning a wide range of different
phases of farming techniques and performance and family living being
utilized* As part of the data collected, information was obtained
relative to the extent of disabling sickness that occurred during the 
2years* the number of times family members had had contact with
*^For a brief statement of the purpose and organization of the 
Tenure Project, see Harold Hoffsommer, "Cfrgar&zatlon and Objectives 
of the Regional land Tenure Research Project,” Journal of Farm 
Sconosdcs, XX? (19k3),
2■Disabling sickness here refers to a sickness or disability 
that prevented an individual from working, going to school or other* 
wise carrying on his ordinary activities for one day or longer*
3physicians, and the number of d^re that had bean spent in hospitals.
It is from this sanple that a large proportion of the socio-economic 
factors that are to be related to health and the obtaining of health 
sendees are drain,
Health Association Sample* bats for this sample consist of a com- 
piste set of the of flee records of the Association for the calendar year* 
19A2, and include inf enaction relative to the amount of medical and dental 
cars received by ail individuals in the member families, the costs of each 
services, redactions in costs made for members of the Association, and 
diagnostic information listed on the bills submitted to the Association by 
the physicians and dentists, la addition, certain other types of informs** 
tlem that are related to the health service data sere obtained from the 
office,
of Bata. In analysing the material in the two samples, 
information relative to the incidenee of illness and ttia, mas
secured from the diagnostic information listed on bills submitted for 
services obtained by Association members, he attempt was made to present 
the exact health condition of the sample population* Bather, the health 
condition of the group is presented as evidenced by demands of individuals 
for the services of prefeesioiial personnel.
Material dealing with the amount of sendee received by individuals 
in the Tenure Project sample was obtained by personal interview with heads 
of fmaUios or their spouses, and, in all probability, represents an under­
statement of the aetttsl services obtained. It is believed, however, that 
the major illnesses and oenditloxis were accounted for, and that the infonna- 
ties given was reasonably aseurate. Since similar infonnation for the 
medical cooperative sample was obtained from office records, greater
k
3completeness and accuracy is assured*
The amount of health service obtained is limited to that received 
through physicians and dentists. Ho attempt was made to ascertain serv- 
ice rendered by such practitioners as osteopaths, chiropractors, or emit 
healers, nor was self-treatment with "patent” medicines or folk practices 
inquired into*
Similar limitations apply to the east a of medical services as have 
been stated for medical services obtained* Health service costs for the 
Tenure Project sjasgile are confined to statements of respondents concern­
ing them and to estimates based on the price schedule of County profes­
sional personnel. Figures for the cooperative group are mere complete 
and accurate* The costs of medicines, whether purchased as prescribed 
by physicians or on the initiative of individuals, were not obtained*
C. Method of Sailing 
As was stated above, data from two different samples are analysed 
in this study* Material for the first sample was collected during the 
summer of 191*2 and the fall and winter of 191*2-191*3 for the Regional 
Tenure Project and represents the experience of farm families in 
Columbia County during the calendar year, 19l*2. The data were obtained
from personal interviews with 21$ families in the county, and an addi-
l itional 39 families were interviewed later.
Regardless of the person who had been selected to keep the 
records, they were kept under the supervision of the Horn© Supervisor, 
in this - ease, the same person who had helped to organise the Association 
in 1938* In ay opinion, the accuracy of the records, and indeed the 
success of the Association itself, was due, to a consider able extent, 
to the fact that the organisation has been under the continuous manage­
ment of this person since its Inception, and to the interest and capable 
supervision which she has given to this phase of her work*
^The Arkansas sanple for the Regional Tenure Project was obtained
s
Because the sampling procedure for the Tenure Project m s  designed 
to yield a stratified sample of race and tenure classes and because only 
the schedules fen* Columbia County are utilized in this study# complete 
representativeness cannot be claimed* yet# since the neighborhoods sere 
used as the beads of sampling as they were# and families sere selected 
according to the stated procedure, there appears to be no reason for 
believing the sample was selective for any of the socio-economic factors 
with which the study is concerned*
The second sanple used is composed of 229 families# the entire 
membership of the Columbia County Health Association* As stated above# 
data for this sample were obtained from office records* All of the 
families in the saujple were borrowers of the Farm Security Administration* 
Some were owners* some were renters* Both racial group® are represented* 
In general# the group represents a somewhat lower income level than does 
the farm population of the county as a whole*
from three counties in the Coastal Plain Area* The sample utilised in 
this study constitutes only the families interviewed In Columbia County* 
The sailing procedure utilised was devised by the staff of the Beparb* 
meat of Rural Economics and Sociology of the University of Arkansas. A 
statement of the procedure# drawn up for the Tenure Project by 1. 1. 
Charlton# appears in Appendix A. The additional families interviewed 
were selected according to the original procedure# except for the fact 
that all of them were elients of the Farm Security Admini stration.
XI Survey of the literature
A survey of the literature on the soeio-eeonomie correlatives of
health and the obtaining of health services reveals at once a voluminous
amount and a paucity of material* A elds array of reports of studies of
various socio-economic aspects of health has been published, especially 
1in reeemi years* Studies dealing with the subject that have confined
£their examination to rural asms are much more scares, and those which 
relate specific social factors other than the financial one to health 
and the obtaining of health services in rural areas are rare and diffi­
cult to locate* In those that have been mads* the index of health has 
usually been based on mortality rather than on morbidity rates, for 
eon$>etent studies of the incidence of illness and health conditions 
are probably the most rarely undertaken of all types of health studies.^
1
For an extensive selective bibliography on the social aspects 
of health, see the one prepared by Paul B. Foreman, Homer L. Hitt, and 
W. B. Postall in 0* D* Buncsn, and others, gocial Keseareh on Health,
Hsw Torkt Social Science Research Council, 15SST*pp'TlSt-^12*
2A bibliography on various aspects of rural health is to be 
found in Sural Medicine* Proceedings of the Conference Held at-Seemewe rnmmmmemrneemmm epMenpapHMMSiiMHSMiMNMiiis ***** «e**wscn<n«m|e
Cooperstown* New fork* October f and B7 I ^ &  ^ri^field/ III* *■g«-i JT. yrnmimm* ■»'*■*■* —r m irii..
C. 0. Thomas, 1939, pp•247*268•
\
An exact picture of the health conditions of a group can be 
obtained only from complete medical examinations of the individuals in 
such a group. The reasons for the scarcity of studies based on such 
examinations are obvious— standardisation of examination procedures, 
the great expense entailed, and the limited number of people who can 
be examined in a given period of time. An indication of health condi­
tions can be derived from incidence data— the amount of illness and 
types of illness found among members of a group. Such information 
can be obtained only by special Investigations, which are also expensive 
and limited in scope. A second index of health is that based on 
mortality data. Other than the fact that mortality rates, particularly 
those that relate to specific causes of death, are indicative of the
6
7In 1928 the Committee on the Cost of Medical Care could find
only a few studies of widely varying locale and coverage concerning
it
this aspect of the subject.
The Incidence of Sickness in the General Population 
One of the first of the incidence studies concerned with the general 
population, that made by Frankel and Dublin of a half-million life in­
surance policy holders, revealed that 2 per cent of the sample were
constantly ill, that is* ill enough to require some sort of medical 
r
service.*'
Daring 1916-1918, Sydenstricker and his associates in twenty-four 
South Carolina M U  villages showed that the incidence of illness 
varied from 18 to 38 per 1,000, that there was a definite seasonal 
pattern with three peaks, those la the early spring mad fall, associated
general health conditions of a group, an ij^ortant advantage of this 
index; is that mortality data are readily available for the general 
population. Unfortunately, however, such data are not usually avail­
able for population groups in areas of smaller extent than counties* 
in addition, they cannot ordinarily be related to socio-economic factors.
In the present study, works based on mortality rates have not 
been reviewed in great detail for several reasons. First, no attest 
was made to review exhaustively the literature on the health of the 
general population, that of the rural population, or the comparative 
health conditions of the rural and urban populations— the major groups 
for which mortality studies have been mads. Second, an attempt was 
mads to review in much more detail the literature on the socio­
economic factors associated with health conditions in rural areas 
and with the obtaining of health care. As was noted above, mortality 
rates are but rarely applied to such factors and very few studies of 
this type have been made.
^Boger 1. lee and Lewis Webster Jones, assisted by Barbara 
Jones, The Fundamentals of Good Medical Care, Chicago* University of 
Chicago~Pres», i#33, pp*'-3b&'$S2'7~ "ffie"bl5fography of statistical 
references for this work includes a total of only 32 Items.
^Louis 1. ftiblln* Health and Wealth, Hew Xorkt Harper and 
Brothers, 1928, p. 8. “ ~
with respiratory affections anti one in the late spring and early sumer,
related to pellagra* They also showed sickness to be inversely related
to income, low~incorae families having a greater amount of sickness and
of longer duration than those nith higher incomes.6
Somewhat later, in Sydenfctricker* s studies at Hagerstown, Mary*
land, m  incidence rate was found comparable to that demonstrated in
the 191&-18 studies, and a similar association between Illness and
?
economic status as wall*
8Studies made during the depression, and examinations of Selective 
Service records,^ Indicate that little, if any, fundamental Improvement 
in the health of the general population had taken place in the inter* 
vening years*
The most recent extensive incidence study was that undertaken by 
the H&tional Health Survey in 1935*36* In this survey Public Health 
Service attempted, by a house-to-house canvass of some ?40,®0© families 
is S3 cities and 23 rural areas, to determine the frequency, for an 
average winter day, of disabling illness; the volume of medical care
6Sea United States Public Health Beports* XJCXIII (1?18).
aoae-josii x b is T T f t t r m t f ) ) :ats-TOi ,i£Hr;,T m x  c m ) .
Htl7-lWi3, 1725-1738*
7The incidence rate ranged from 32*2 per 1000 for "well-to- 
do" families to 40.1 for "poor" and "Very poor" families* Edgar 
Sydenefcricker, "Economic status and the Incidence of Illness,"
United States Public Health Reports* XLXV (1929), 1821-1833*
8
See Edgar Sydenstricker, "Health and the Depression,"
Milbank Memorial fund Quarterly* XI (1933), 273-280, and Q.SW*
Perrot, EdgarSydenstricker and Selwyn B* Collins, "Medical Gar®
During the Depression," Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, XIX (1934), 
99-1X4*
9
Q.St.J. Perrot, "Findings of Selective Service Examinations," 
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, XXII (1944), 358-366*
9received ; and their relational)Ip to social and ©console conditions**®
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Although published reports deal solely the urban sarnie* the 
remits of the ete^r are rm m H m * Qn the date of mmratlo&# 
pea* cant of the ample population m m  disable^. l«f per cent had hem  
disabled for the chole tm l^^-mixUi period prior to the lnkaril*v£ and 
1*1 pea* east of oil workers (IS to 65 years of ago) sere nmrnploy&bie 
by reason of their disabilities* Although only it*!* pet cent had 
disabling illnesses At the time they m m  intmHmm4g 17*7 pm cent
If
reported haring chronic illnesses or la&elr&aal* of mm type or smbher*
The highest sickness rates m m  found in the age group 65 and m m #  12*1
pm cant} the lowest In the group IS-2% and the rotes for children under
IS35 and persons 15-61* sore about the m m g h*% and &*& reapeotlvely*
The diseases of childhood wore very largely of m  acuta nature* even 
alien limited to cases disabling for a meek or longer* the ratio; of acute 
to chronic being If to 1# Among the Aged* a .majority of the eearXotMi 
illnesses mere chronic, about a third of the group being disabled
in
A Bibliography of Hurray r^ort® is published in^S&tional 
Health Surreyt list of ^bXicatiof3B#w United Btatas Public Bssife 
Report®, Iff I (!$$)# 83!r»8I*lj a All’s* ©sFeelStly
In regard to econWc relationships* is published in Helen llolXingsmerih 
and Hsrgarot c* gls% iMieal oars and Oogty in Eolation to family 
Xnecmet k Ctatlatlcal Source ~1& S &  fS^ffi7s^^ityn^ pmci7 So3*3 
^SaSSty*Bcari inreas S^SancSgea 51# 'i&shtngton# 3$h3*
*%or a brief critique of the study* especially In regard to Urn 
osteodon of the rural data* see T# tysm dadth# ogj* ott*, pp* IOd~I0$*
a. a, Brittm, S. n. OalUnm, and J. 8. m « * n U ,  "The 
National Health fkirvey* Sane fkmersl Findings m  to Disease# Accidents 
and Is»Alr»ents In ffrfesn Areas,11 United states Public ffsalth Meports*
L? (1$*D>» Mi5*bU6#
Estimate of the Amount of fli»«b31wg nines® in the Country 
4 ^ T a ^hola* ifiS S S S rM & tS ri^ rv e y ,’ tB&.'€Scf'^ SSfiSe "^SBJXe leaTEK i*ervio®t  
~;>lokn«ss and- «edioal Care Her!®# bulletin 1, -mshiogtoa, 1^38 (ntaBO- 
*p*Aph«?d) * p* 1# Cited in T* lyroi Salih, op* ait*, p* 108*
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fer the fell year* f&thin this group (6$ and over), the ratio of acute
It
to chronic illness was 0*6 to X*
As hare many earlier studies, the National Health Survey* demonstrated
the positive relationship between low economic status and the incidence
of illness* According to Britten, Collins, and Fitzgerald*
The excess (of illness) in the relief group over the rate 
in the group with incomes to $5,000 or more is 59 per cent 
for all causes, k9 per cent for acute diseases and 85 per 
cent for chronic diseases. There is also a definite excess 
for the non-relief group with incomes below $1,000, and 
some excess in the next higher group* However, above the 
$1,500 level there is no excess* ^5
idRural-Urban Comparisons
Considerable confusion obtains as to the comparative health status
of the rural and urban populations* Up to 1933 there was only one study
of comparable gross illness rates of rural and urban populations! and in
that the rural and town sables were combined, so that any differences
17that might have existed were concealed* Other studies that give some
indication of the comparative health situation are large in number,
widely variant in scope and method, and conflicting in their findings.
Mortality rates are definitely lower in rural areas than in urban.
this is true not only for the general population, but also for age
18classes, racial groups, and occupational groups. In Louisiana,
E* H. Britten, S* D* Collins, and J. S* Fitzgerald, op. cit.,
p* ksu
Ibid., p. JiS2*
16
For an excellent summary of the literature on this subject, see 
Smith, 0£. e&t., pp. 109-120. Part of the organisation and some of the 
ideas were utilised for this section* Specific assistance is acknowledged 
as usual*
J W ,  p. U0*
18"" "Tirn
Rupert B. Vance (in collaboration with Madia Danilevsky), All
11
mortality rates for the principal causes of death were found to be
lower for rural than urban peoples, irrespective of raee*3^  Infant and
maternal mortality rates for the rural uhite population were considerably
lower than those prevailing in the small cities (2,500 - 10,000), though
somewhat higher than those of the larger cities (10,000 and over)*
Infant and maternal rates for the rural Negro population were lower than
those prevailing in both the small and larger cities*20
Sorokin, Zimmerman and Galpin have brought together and analysed a
large number of studies based on examinations and morbidity data*
According to their summary, examinations of American recruits In World
I8ar 1 indicate that physical defects were more prevalent among urban
men than rural (609 defects per 1,000 as compared with 528 )j a similar
21
situation is indicated in Sfcgland, Germany, Holland, and Switzerland* 
After analysing the studies dealing with the relative incidence of 
disease in rural and urban areas, Sorokin, Zimmeman and Oalpln conclude 
that the urban population has a greater prevalence of tuberculosis, 
diseases of the lungs, syphilis and other venereal diseases, tabes 
dorsalis, progressive paralysis, organic heart disease and
■fosse People* foe Natloa» s Human fresc o es in the South* Chapel Hill* 
K S w S R y o f  W ftE S»cSSn^ PP • lEMIii#
^Louise Kemp and f * Lynn Smith, Health and Mortality in , 
Louisiana, Louisiana Agricultural E^erimmt StaH,on Muetin, 390$ 
Baion Rouge, 19kS$ pp* 21*23*
leaner L* Hitt and Alvin L» Bertrand, Social Aspects of 
Hospital Planning in Louisiana* Louisiana Study’ Serle si No. 'l,“!5ubllshed, 
la Cooperation witST’ge&lih and Hospital Division, Of floe of the 
Governor, Baton Rouge, 19kl$ pp* 15-20*
21A Systematic Bourse Book in Bural Sociology, Minneapolis* ' 
University d f ' M z m e T O t ^ l i T ^ p p .  66^9. Cf. smith, 
og* cit*, pp* n>-nit.
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arteriosclerosis, nephritis, Bright1* disease, dental defects, obesity 
and underweight, errors of refraction, diseases of the digestive system,
and diabetes mellitus* In rural areas, pellagra and a few other
22
relatively noi>-3eri©us diseases are more prevalent*
In general, the foregoing conclusions are home out by a study of
physical examination records of 100,000 shite male life insurance
policy holders made fey the Milbank Memorial Fund* Use study revealed
that agriculturists had rates definitely below the average for all
examined* that they had higher rates for teeth, stomach and abdominal
conditions, and for the genito-urinary system* Low rates were recorded
for diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and throat, heart, pulse, and blood
vessels, and many miscellaneous condition®*^
On the other hand, Shepard and Diehl, on the basis of examinations
of nearly 3,500 male university students, concluded that students reared
on farms had more physical defects than those reared in towns and large
cities, about the same number as those from small cities, and fewer than
those reared in villages and hamlets#^ Too, early analyses of Selective
Service examinations indicate that farmers had higher rejection rates
25
than those of a number of other occupational groups in World War II,
Systematic Source Book in Sara! Sociology, pp* 70-91*1 
Cf* gB&th,~opV elt*, p* 111*, «•— «*
23«Physical Impairments among Males of Different Occupational 
Classes, •* Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly Bulletin, VIII (1930), 68*
2^ W» P* Shepard and H* 3* Diehl, "Rural and Urban Healths A 
Comparison of Physical Defect* in University Students from Rural and 
Urban Areas,11 Journal of the American Medical Association, LXXS (1924), 
1117-1123* A stu^ ofTa ^ ra3saiy: , 'percentage of 
students having organic defects "serious enough to limit activity,” 
indicates little significant difference fey residence group* (Table 1*)
2%.St*J* Perrot, oj>. cit*, p. 364.
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although too few studies of this material have been made as yet to 
allow definite conclusions to be drain*
Os the basis of the incidence studies and physical examinations 
made to datfe, therefor®, about the only conclusion that can be draws 
is that the health status of the rural population appears to be-goose* 
what superior to that of the urban population, though mortality data 
would indicate that factors, particularly the unequal distribution of 
modern sanitation and health facilities, are operating to reduce the 
advantages that rural areas have enjoyed in the past*
Incidence of Illness In Sural Area®
Studies ©f the extent of illness in rural areas are quit® rare, 
though the number has increased within the last few years* Th$y are 
still too few in number and too limited in geographic coverage to 
allow any but the broadest of generalisations concerning the health 
picture of the rural population as a whole, but the situation is 
becoming clearer*
An early study made in loss County, Ohio, in 192£, of 833 families, 
indicated that h3 per cent of the sairple population had been ill during 
the previous year*2^  A study made in Courtland County, Mew York, in 1923 
and 192k showed that about R6 per cent of the families reported some 
sickness daring the year and that, on the average, the farm people were
26Harold F* Born, »The Relative Amount of Ill-Health in Rural 
and Urban Communities,* United States Public Health Reports, LXIX
(1938), 1X83. ■------------
27
C. K* Lively and P* 0* Beck, Thj» Rural Health Facilities of 
Ross County, Ohio, Ohio Agricultural EspSrimeriC "sCSon Silleiin, hI3F, 
M ^ u » , l 9 2 7 r c f * Smith, ©g>* oit* s p* 110*
li
ill slightly over five days per year*
A study based on medical examinations of lk9 persons from the rural
population of Cattaraugus County in the same state gives a more specific
evaluation of the health picture of the sample population* In this group
there was an average of 2.8 impairments per person (age-seas adjusted)*
Only 10*8 per cent were found to be -without any defects whatsoever*
though 19*6 per cent were considered to require no medical care* At
the other extreme, 10*7 per cent, the majority of them being in the
elder age groups, had six or more impairments* About 1*0 per cent were
regarded as needing some advice or treatment for an impairment of more
29
than moderate degree*
Local studies consisted in recent years indicate varying degrees 
of Illness in the sample population* In Virginia, records kept by 984 
rural families show that 29 per cent had members sick and in bed an 
average of 1$ days or more during the year, and that m  additional 2$
30
per cent had members sick as long as two weeks without staying in bed*
In Missouri, surveys of illness in 1544 open-country families in 
five counties wore made during 1939-1942* On the last day of the survey, 
in the summer when illness rates are relatively low, 17 per cent of the 
6,017 persons were ill* Of these, 11 per cent were suffering from ill­
nesses of one year or longer, 6 per cent from ailments of shorter
pa
Dwight Sanderson* A Survey of Sickness in Rural Areas of 
Oourtland County, Hew York, ^55w^AgFicHECT  ^ SHmen'TlItfon. 
Memoir 112,' 'I'thaca, IpiSV p* 3* Of# Smith, eg* cit.», p* 110,
2» HSieeler, “Impairment® in a Rural Population,15 Milbank 
Manorial fund Quarterly, X? (1937), 252-261*
30
Ldand B* Tate, The Health and Medical - Care Situation in 
Rural Virginia* Virginia Agricultural" erJKeni station ICTTetTn 
353T bM ' S ^ ,  1944, pp. 17-18*
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duration* During the survey year* y* per cent of all persons were ill 
one or mare days* the illness rate being 1*82 per 1000 for the whole 
population* It is interesting to note that although the ill were members 
of ?$ per cent of the households, one-sixth of the sample population 
suffered 9© per sent of the total days of illness* Four-fifths of the 
total days of illness occurred in less than one-third of the households* 
Several studies have been made in different types of rural 
communities in Arkansas* One made in m  oil-producing area in the 
southern part of the state, covering 1*250 persons, revealed an illness 
rate of k*9 per family or 1,2 per capita, with an average time lost 
because of illness of 1*3.3 days per family and 10*<S days per capita* 
Another study was made in the Qsark highlands of 1,252 persons in 322 
famiHes, almost all of which were farm families* Seventy-three per 
cent of the people were reported to be in good health, 10 per cent in 
•fair® health, and 1? per cent in poor health* The sickness rate 
reported was J.3 per family and. the average time lost from illness 
was 12*3 days per person* The total time spent in bed because of ill-
31Harold F. Kaufman and Warren f* Morse, Illness in Hural 
Missouri, Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station He search Bulletin 
j5l, Coiumbia, 19k$> p* 3* Fear special studies made in two of the 
five counties, see Lola Meier and C* E. Lively, Family Health Practices 
in Dallas County, Missouri, Missouri Ap»icultiiraX'l^erimenC”StaHoST™
and Ronald B. Almack, The Rural Health 
Facilities of Lewis County, Missouri, Missouri ^ricul&r’ai! n8*pS¥S5«t 
Station Research &\ietih 365,r' 151*3*
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Isabella C, Wilson, Sickness and Medical Care Among Tam Rural 
Population in a Petrolegm*Prodfacxhgrr jyeiTof n'lrl£ahgas7 Ar^aEsas"~ 
AgricuitaraX~Dqjepimeni "station iBulleiln HI?,1 W^ttWille, 131*1, p* kl* 
For the study Of another rural industrial area by the same author, see 
Sickness and Medical Care Among a Rural Bituminous Coal-Mining Popula­
tion tof ft^^iSST’^ ^ansasT^^c^^SFaT B£er3jS3T Station Imleiiinu 3^9h»
fa^^vf^rmop
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ness was 2u5 per capita* One person out of every nine reported a 
chronic Illness, and one family out of every three reported at least 
one member with a chronic illness*^ One of the most extensive of all 
rural health studies ever made was conducted by the Farm Security 
Administration during the period November, l££Mfarch9 19bOs and consists 
of physical examination record® of ll,ii90 persons in 2,1*77 Farm Security 
Administration borrower families in 21 selected counties located in the 
South, the Northeast and in the north central states* Analysis of the 
data had not nearly been completed yet, and statements concerning the 
results of the study must be confined to a discussion of a limited 
number of specific physical defects*
According to the value of recorded prevalence, females had a 
higher percentage of defective vision than males, and whites had
ikmarkedly more defective vision than Negroes* A low percentage of 
those with defective vision were wearing glasses (13 per cent of the 
males and 33 per cent of the females with defective vision)* Among 
specific eye conditions, the high prevalence of cataract in Florida
it
and trachoma in Arkansas was outstanding*^
The prevalence of diseased tonsils in borrower families was
^Isabella C» %lson and !m« H* Metsler, gjjokneca and Medical 
Care in an Oaark Area in Arkansas, Arkansas AgrieuI&aT"I^eriment
dtSFioS f i f f i  5537 Flyett^ITe, 1938, pp* 5, 8*
male, 36*$%} white female, 2tl#0$, Hegro male, 2$*$%}
Negro female, 2U»9%* Mary Qover and Jesse B# Yaukey, '’Physical 
Inpairment s of Members of Low^lncome Far® Famtlies~-*ll,fc?0 Persons 
in 2,2*?7 Farm Security Administration Borrower Families, lpijG*
I* Characteristics of the Jtamined Population* II* Defective Vision 
as Determined by the Snellen Test and other Chronic %e Conditions,1 
United States Public Health Reports* III (15»W0, 13*
^Ibid*, pp* 19, 20*
IT
fairly high, ranging from 5 to 21* par cent for markedly diseased and 
ffccm H  to kS pmr sent for slightly diseased tonsils among the various 
localities studied* These rates sere somewhat higher than those of other 
examined groups reported in other studies. Tonsillectomy rates sere low* 
only 5 per cent of shite persons under J$ years and 12 per cent of those 
15 to Ut years having had their tonsils removed. Tonsillectomy rates 
sere markedly loser for the southern counties* and rates for all areas 
sere loser than those recorded for children belonging to the lovest 
income groups of urban families reported in other studies.
The prevalence of deviations of the nasal septum use about 1$ per 
cent for persons over 20 years* considerably lover than rates for groups 
examined for other studies. The rate of prevalence of asthma was not 
greatly different from that of other groups studied* and the prevalence 
of simsitls was somewhat higher than the rates recorded for other
groups.3?
About 57 per cent of the children 1&*U* years in the southern 
counties had been immunised against smallpox) about 1*9 per cent of those 
5*9 years of age for diphtherial and approximately half the children 
10-11* years of age had been immunised against typhoid fever. The rates 
were about the same as those recorded for several groups surveyed by 
the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, In the age groups l£*lb
3^Ibid** "IV. Defective Tonsils and Adenoids*1* United States 
Public HealtETReports* U  (191*5)# IT#
3?ibld»* "V. Defects of the Masai Septum) and Chronic 
Respiratory Affections* Inclusive of Diseased Tonsils*** United States 
Public Health Heports, LI (191*5) # 15*16. Since a definite'acsocffiion 
between ’afisltis1 "rates and geographic areas was noted* northern areas 
having the higher rates* the difference between rates of borrower 
families and those of other groups may be due in part to the factor 
of locality.
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about itO, 70, and 125 par gent* respectively, more whit© thm  Negro 
children had been tsssuaised against smallpox, diphtheria and typhoid 
fever*^
Medical Care and Costs in Rural Areas 
As is true of incidence studies, information on the obtaining of 
health care and its costs in rural areas Is none too plentiful, though 
the increasing preoccupation of research corkers with all matters per­
taining to health has resulted in several studies in recent years* 
Although limited in number and scope, they do give some indication of
how the rural population is meeting its health problem*
/
In Arkansas, considerable variation in the use of health facilities
was noted* In a rural coal-mining area, 6?*h per cent of the 302
families studied received some medical care, although only 21.5 per cent
of all illnesses were attended by a physician. Of all families reporting,
12*3 per cent used home remedies, and 6.2 used herb remedies for various 
39types of illness* In a rural petroleaarpreducing area, 77*5 per cent
of the white and k3*k per cent of the Negro families received physician
care; among whites, 3k. 5 per cent of all Illnesses were attended by
physicians, whereas only 20*6 per cent of such cases were so attended 
k0among Negroes* In the Qaark area only 50.2 per cent of the 322 
families used the services of & physician, substantially less than in
Ibid., H?l, Extent of Immunisation against Smallpox, 
Diphtheria, and Typhoid Fever,** United States Public Health Reports,
LSI (I9k6), 12.  —
^Isabella C. Wilson, Sickness and Medical Care Among a Rural 
Bituminous Coal-Mining Population of .ArEnsas^'pp* ~
^Isabella C* Nilsen, Sickness and Medical Care Among a Rural 
Population in a Petroleum-Producing Ar^ aTof /lricansas* p. 3(5. "*
th# ecal-miaing and p©troleuia*producing areas. Of the 1,065 sicknesses
reported, 35*3 per eent war# attended by doctors, a considerably higher
percentage than was found in the coal-mdning community and slightly
1*1
higher than that reported among the oil-producing group*
considerably* In th# coalmining area total costs averaged $38*60 per 
family and $9*96 per person* Physician care amounted to 32 per eent of 
all health expenditures and averaged $18*31; per family utilising their
the petroleum-producing area total costs were considerably higher, 
averaging $10?*1*1* per family and $26*1*7 per person* About th# same 
proportion of all coats went to physicians, 35*2 per eent, though the 
average was considerably higher— *451*82 per family utilising physician
the lowest of the three areas in total costs for health care, averaging 
$26*67 per family and $6*65 per capita* Physicians4 services amounted 
to hS per eent of total expenditures, averaging $22*12 per family using 
such services and $11*51* per family in the total sample* It is interesting 
to note that in this highland area a number of families who patronised 
the one physician located in the community studied were in th# habit of 
paying for his services with a variety of services and farm produce*^
Goats of health services as reported in the Arkansas studies varied
services, and $12*36 per family for the entire sample population*^2 In
and $37*66 per family in the total sample.^ The Gaarie area was
"Alison and Metzler, 0£. pit*, p* 13*
i
Wilson, Sickness and Medical Gars Among A Rural Bituminous
Coal-Mining Population* p* 157
^Wilson, Sickness and Medical Care Among A Rural Petroleum* 
Producing Population* p» Ik* . — wwwww '"rtrflr,:
^Wilson an* Mataler, qj>. d * .. pp. 12-13.
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•11 health expenditures*^
Two other studies give figures on costs of medical services, but 
do mot indicate the amount of health care received* One of these, a 
standard of living study of i*G white famine® in the mountains of 
northern Alabama, indicated an average expenditure of $62 per fondly 
fear medical service®*^ The other study, a survey of 288 white families 
in an eastern Kentucky County, representative of the Cumberland Plateau, 
revealed an average cost of 129 per family* Approximately 59 per cent 
of the families received medical care, these families having an average 
expenditure of #38*56*^
A study conducted by MeBtaara and Mangus in five Ohio counties is 
not comparable to other studies under review, for it describe s the e&» 
perienee of members of farm Security Administration medical association® 
which operated on pre-payment plans for medical care* Since the cost of 
service was not a factor in the obtaining of such services for the 
families studied, the volume of service obtained more nearly reached the 
extent of service needed than was true in the other studies reviewed*
Over the three- year period considered, it was found that the average 
annual volume of service received by the 680 families was 2k3 physician 
calls per 100 persons. Call rates for females (289) were greater than
^Almaek, ogu cit., p# 31*.
Ii9S. A* Masters, "Some Findings of a Standard of Living Study 
of ^ aite Families on Land Mountain, Alabama," Social Forces, XVX (1938), 
369.
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Faith M» Williams, H. K* Stiebeling, Q. 2. Swisher, and 
0* W* Weis®, Family living in Knott County, Kentucky, United State® 
Department of AgricuKS'e TeehiScaS Bulletin 5/6, iSWngton, Govern* 
merit Printing Office, 1937, p. 27.
those for males (TO) and exceeded than in ©very age group,The amerunt
of care received by this group m e  more than twice that obtained by rural
families studied by the Committee on the Coasts of Medical Care, and
considerably more than that received by families in Lewis County, Missouri,
Costs of medical care obtained by the 680 families were paid from
the common fund made up of family prepayment fees averaging #23 per
family* BUIS submitted by practitioners for services rendered amounted
to a sum larger than the total fund, and only 69*6 per cent of all charges
were paid* On the basis of bills submitted, the charges would have
averaged #27,70 per family. On the basis of bills paid by the associa*
tions, costs amounted to #19,28 per family. Of the 3,699 persons included
in the study, &?•£ P«r cent made no use of health services. At the
opposite extreme, 5*3 per Cent of the members received approximately
ItO per cent of all services rendered. On the average, families making
use of medical service received care {at an average cost of 123) that
would have cost over #50 if it had been procured on a normal fee-for*
52
service basis*
The experimental health programs of the Farm Security Administration, 
conducted in six counties, two of which were in Texas, and one each in 
Nebraska, Georgia, Mississippi, and Arkansas, will provide data for study 
of a wide range of health information. An analysis of the program during 
its first fiscal year presents a rather broad coverage of health services 
obtained and costs of services to farm families. The program attetapted
Care
^Ibid* i pp* 20, 23.
23
to provide a considerable amount of medical and hospital care and limited 
dental care to all fans families in the six counties* Baring the first 
year* s operation, the six associations had a membership of 8,11+1 families, 
including 35,827 persons, which represented from 30*7 to 68*6 per cent 
of the roral-farm population (1940) of the six counties*^
The amount of the various types of service received by the members 
of each ©f the six associations varied considerably* For physician 
service, the average number of cases of illness per 1,000 persons was 
1,408| the average number of calls, 2,917. The number of cases ranged
^Tesse 3* Taukey, Activities of an Experimental Sural Health 
Program in Six Counties Buring' i'ts Fire¥ fiscal Tear, ^42-15. Unitedm&seiEia,
Washington, 1945 (mimeographed), p. 14* Services offered Included 
physician, surgeon, and specialist care, hospitalisation, drugs, and 
limited dental care* Three of the associations also included nursing 
service in their programs* Although each association had specific 
limitations on the services to be rendered, the general tendency was 
to provide medical care for all cases except definitely chronic con* 
ditions such as tuberculosis and cases which were dither eligible for 
service through local health departments or covered by some form of 
insurance. Hospitalisation was usually limited to 14 days per case*
The dental program attested to provide prophylaxis and extractions of 
an emergency nature for all members, and, in addition, to provide fillings 
for children*
The funds from which payments were mad© had their origins in two 
sources* Estimates on the cost of service per family were made by 
association boards of directors after consultation with local profess* 
ionalggroups. Part of the fund® was then made up by membership fees 
based on six per cent of the net cash income of member families, with 
set minimum fees* These amounts were then supplemented by grants 
from the Farm Security Administration in sufficient size to bring 
the total to the estimated amount per family to cover costs* The 
total amount settled upon ranged from to $57 per family* The 
amount paid by families ranged from $6*06 in Newton County, Mississippi, 
to $25.47 in Hamilton County, Nebraska, with an average in all 
associations of $13.72* Payments in five of th© counties were mads 
for all services except nursing on a f ee*for-service basis. Nursing 
was paid for on a salary basisf and in Nheeler County, Texas, physician 
gervic© was paid for on a capitation plan, the allocated funds being 
divided according to the number of member families th© doctors served*
tk
from 1,022 to lf964 per 1,000} the number of call% from 1,778 to 5,k9$ 
per 1,000 persons* The surgical ease rate, not including minor surgery 
reported as general physician service, averaged 70 per 1,000 persons 
and ranged from 36 to 1?6 cases for the six associations. Hospital 
admissions averaged 110 per 1,000, with rates for all counties varying 
from $9 to 177} the number of days of hospitalisation per 1,000 persons 
averaged ii2& and ranged from 266 to 727* These rates wore considerably 
higher than those recorded by the Committee on the costs of Medical Care 
for the general rural population.^
As mas stated above, dental service was generally limited, with 
emphasis placed on emergency work, especially extractions* The average 
extraction rate for all associations was 571 teeth per 1,000 persons, 
the range from kOh to 7US. The filling rate averaged 368 and ranged 
fTca 282 to 528 per 1,000. Total services in terms of all dental treat­
ments per 1,000 persons averaged 1,056 for all associations, and the 
ratio of fillings to extractions in five of the counties was 0.7 to 
I.*.#
The cost of all medical services to families in the associations, 
as was stated previously, averaged 113*72. The amount paid by the 
associations averaged $53*17 per family* Bills submitted for all 
services exceeded the amount allocated for? them, averaging 170*38 
per family in all associations and ranging from $52* 5b to $9b*06 
per family. According to agreement, bills were cut on a percentage 
basis depending on the amount submitted for each service and the
£ln
^ Ibld., pp. 3 - I}.
Sj&T” *
Ibid*, p* 5* The sixth, Wheeler County, Texas, was the 
only one in wfiich fillings exceeded extractions. The ratio for this 
association was 1.3 to 1.0*
2$
anomvt allocated for that service* ell services, charges of t?0*38 
w e  Bade, and 75*5 per seat of the hUls ewe paid* For physician 
care chargee ranged f tm  t£0*66 to ^6*U? p«p.fatally and payments varied 
i r m  32,7 to P6 per cent, with an average of 55*9 per cent. Surgeon and 
specialist chargee varied from #7,03 to $13*80, and hospital chargee 
averaged $U*28 per fondly* ^rag costs averaged 110,18 and dental coats 
averaged $6*62 per family* Payments on surgeon and specialist costs 
averaged 6? per eentj and those for hospitals, drag and dentist hills 
averaged 88*1, 8?#6 m i 97*9 per cent respectively* fetal expenditures 
in all siar counties anounted to $*16,367*57*^
genlth Facilities in Areas 
It has long been recognised that all health facilities and profs**’ 
sional personnel tend to concentrate in urban rather than In rural areas* 
In 191*0, the Southeast, the most rural region of the nation, had one 
physician to every 1,101 person* as compared ndth one for every 751 in 
the United States as a whole, and one for 610 in the Northeast, the 
most urban region* In the nest urban state. Her fork, there was one 
doctor for every hSt pesplef la the most rural, Msdsslppi, one far 
every 1,1*5?.^ Hot only are there fewer physicians in rural areas, bat 
the doctors there have a loser and shorter service capacity than their 
urban colleagues*®* In addition, rural physicians are elder and are 
mere likely to have resolved their training in preparatory and
^^Ibid.. pp. 6-7.
^Bnpart B. Vanoe, All Thai* Paople. pp. 366-367.
5®J. W. V«ntiB| X. H. Famuli* and 0. S. Brockatt, "Location 
and Mavancrat ofPhyaioiana, 1973-1938. Changaa in Urban and Bnral 
Total* lee Satabliahad Phyniciana." Onitad 3tataa Pttblio Health Rsnorta.
U  (*9h$h 193-19it. ...................... ....................... ..
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professional schools that were less satisfactory than present schools#
this comparative situation exists over the nation# In some areas# how*
ever# it is particularly severe# In Ohio# for instance# counties with
the State1 s eight largest cities had 160 doctors per 100,000 population!
the most disadvantages rural area had less than half this number# 75 per
60
100.000 population* In addition# during the years 1921-191*0 rural 
areas and small cities suffered a net loss of 500 effective physicians
the large cities were gaining 800 effective physicians#^ la 
Louisiana in 19i*5#. kk per cent of a H  doctor# practicing in the State 
ware located in the city of Mm Orleans# Hyde# in demonstrating the 
effects of this heavy concentration# points out that exactly half of 
the parishes of the State are outside of a radius of 150 miles of the
eity*^
A deficiency of dentists even greater than that of physicians exists 
in rural areas# In the Smith in 191*0 there were only 28 dentists per
100.000 population as compared with ratios of 62# 66# and 68 in the 
Central# northeastern# and Far Western states respectively. In the 
South# Mississippi, Arkansas# and South Carolina had less than 20
5VR. G* Leland, •Medical Car© for Rural America#" Rural Medicinet 
Proceedings of the Conference Held at Cooperstown, Hew tor£,‘' '&to6ei^?^
siT tr m r v E w i ^  m > y r n r . ------
60A* R* Mangus, "Detailed Studies of Health and Human Resources 
in Ohio Revealed Some Ratable Facts# M Farm Science y d  Practice, Annual 
Report# 19hh* Ohio Agricultural ExperimeS sEaHon Bulletin Sj§# Wooster, 
19l*5, p* Ik*
63*R. L* MeRamara# "Changes in th© Characteristics of Practicing 
Physicians in Rural Ohio# 1923-191*2#” Rural Sociology, IX (191*1*)# 13*
62R«y S. Hyde# Some Characteristics of Medical Car© in Louisiana# 
unpubligfeed manuscript# Hammond, Louisiana# 191*7# P« 2*
dentists per 100,000 population*^ la th# poorer rural counties of Chi© 
only 31 dentists per 300*000 mire registered as compared with 70 par 
300*00© ia th# counties with, the largest dtl##*
©n hospitals and hospitalization in rural areas, Hog# reports m  a 
study mad# in 1340 non^trcpolitaa ©aunties* Th# more rural of these 
counties, 733, had m  hospitals at all* Both th# United State# a# a 
whole and urban area* apeeifically had nor# hospitals, beds, greater 
admission# and occupancy rat## and aor# day# of ear# than did those 
rural countA##*^ la Louisiana in 1945 the medical center of Ie* Orleans 
accentuated th# usual rural-urban differentials* her# th# single city 
had 51*5 p«r eent of all the general hospital bed# in the state, and 
d4 per ©fast of all th# free toed#*^ in 1946, there were 14 parish## 
in Louisiana without a hospital! in addition, there were seven parish## 
having hospital* but with nor# than 1400 persons per bed*
The Socio-Economic Correlatives of Health and Health Car#
Bconeaic Status* The relationship between economic status and 
health, and the obtaining of medical oar# has been so often demonstrated 
a# to have gained acceptance almost as an axiom* this relationship— th# 
positive association between loir economic status and poor health, a 
greater incidence of illness and physical disabilities, relatively less
Joseph W* Mountin, Elliott H» Pennell, and Oeorgie $* Brackett, 
"Trends In Dentist-Fopulatlon Ratios*" United State# Public Health Reports. 
m  <1546), 1691*. ---- -------------------
Wrens' H* Hog#, "Hospitals and Hospitalization in Rural Area#,* 
Rural Medicine* Springfield* C* 0. Thomas, 1939, pp* 178-188*
6%ey t» Hy^e, gg* £$», p* 5*
^Horner I* Hitt and Alvin l* Bertrand, Social Aspects of Hospital 
Planning in Louisiana, P* t%
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medical care and smaller expenditures for health care~~has been
demonstrated for a wide number of residential, occupational, racial
and tenure groups* lbs Committee m  tbs Costs of Medical Cars tend
that the amount spent for medical ears rose with degree of urbanisation
67
and with incests class* A simtlsr relationship m s  reported for
California by Dodd and Penrose* In a study made la eight of the
larger cities during the depression, Sydenstrleker pointed out that
not only is there an association batmen low income and frequency of
illness, but that during the depression families that suffered the
greatest decline in economic status had the highest sickness rates of
all economic groups, even those which were and had been poverty 
69stricken* As was mentioned above, Sydenstricker and his associates 
had demonstrated the relationship between economic status and sickness 
rates in cotton mill villages years earlier*^0 In the recent and more 
extensive national Health Survey a similar association was found between 
low and high income} but for the income groups above $l£00, no excess 
is the illness rates of the lew income groups over the next higher ones 
was discovered.^
^Xm 8m Falk, "Fundamental Facts on the Costs of Medical Care," 
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly Bulletin, XI(1933), 5.
^Panl A. Dodd and E. F* Penrose, Economic Aspects of Medical 
Services* with Special Reference to ConcUti'ons In California,
M M M M T  4 M M M  SC " — 1" " 1 l i l t  l l lW B U **>,S f t ^ W ‘ ' l ' , ', ‘ l'‘11*   HI < M « M f  ■>— * VKWWI i i nm,n ii<ii;ww^ii>^Graphic Arts Press, 1939, pp. 103**107*
Edge# Sydenstricker, "Health and the Depression," Milbank 
Memorial Fund Quarterly Bulletin, XI(1933), 277-278.
?®Edgar Sydenatricker, G. A. fheeler, and Joseph Goldberger, 
"Disabling Sickness Among the Population of Seven Cotton Mill Villages 
of South Carolina in Relation to Family Income,H United States Public 
Health Reports, XXXIIX (1918), 2051. ----------------
^Britten, Collins, and Fitzgerald, oj>. cit., p. 1*58.
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The relationship between economic status and the incidence of dental 
caries is not so aLeszveui. Greenw&ld, in a study of some 2*100 iftdte 
school children in three economic groups, as measured by rental payments 
in the neighborhoods £tm  whence the children came, found a greater lucid* 
mam of untreated and treated carles, and first molars missing and needing 
to be extracted in schools of loir economic standing from kindergarten up 
through the second grads# After the second grade, the differences 
lessened, and caries and treated caries In the economic groups tended to 
approach the same level# Little difference was found in condition of 
teeth between the two higher economic group af there was evidence that
72the two higher groups received dental care while the low group did not.
#
On the ether hand* Klein and Carroll, in two studies, stated that they 
found little relationship between community economic status and incidence 
of caries in school children# In reviewing these studies in the light of 
Greenwald* s findings* however* two facts are significant. One of the 
studies was concerned with high school students, grade class groups in
73which Greenwald had found that the economic association had disappeared# 
The second study* on the basis of dental examinations of nearly a quarter 
of a million elementary school children, showed little indication of an 
economic association* according to the authors# When the statistical 
tables are examined* however, and the data for boys and girls aged 6-8 
in the five lowest and five highest economic categories are isolated
^Carl Greenwald* * Effect of Social and Economic Status Cjpon 
Dental Caries** Journal of the American Dental Association* XXVI(1939),
666,6^# r— —
73
Henry Klein and Carroll S. Palmer* "Medical Evaluation of 
Biitritlcmal Statues X# Susceptibility to Dental Carles and Family 
Income," Milbank Memorial fund Quarterly* XX(19^ 2), 169-177.
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and con^ared, & definite relationship between economic status md the
7k
number of untreated carious defeats is seen*
Although rural studies do not have the wide ©overage of the urban 
surreys mentioned above, the association between economic statue and 
health, and the obtaining of health services is clearly indicated, 
regardless of the indicants used* Dorn found in Ohio that standardised 
death rates were higher in poor agricultural areas than in good economic 
areas and that the differences were greatest for the diseases which 
modern medicine and public health practices have been most successful 
in controlling and preventing*^ Collins has demonstrated that in 
small towns and rural areas hospital admission fates are lowest for 
the lowest incests group, and that the rats increases regularly as 
income increases*^ In Dallas County, Missouri, Meier and lively 
reported that a greater percentage of low income than higher income 
families claimed they received an insufficient amount of medical care 
and were dissatisfied with the care they received* There was some 
association between economic status and the use of midwives and the 
lack of prwvsntism measures against sickness, though this m s  not 
greatly pronounced,^ tn lewis County, Missouri, Almack found health
^"Community Economic Status and the Dental Problems of School 
Children," United States Public Health Reports, If (XPhO), Appendix 
Table 1A, " This" "ftufliF'also Indicated a relationship between
economic status and dental care received*
Harold F* Dorn, "Mortality Hates and Economic Status in Rural 
Areas," United States Public Health Reports, IV (19h0), 11*12*
^Selwya B* Collins, "Variation in Hospitalisation with Size of 
City, Family Income, and Other Environmental Factors,” United States 
Public Health Report^ lVlI (!Ph2) , I6ii5. — ~ —
" H U  Meier and C* E* lively, ojj* cit*, pp* 7-8, 18-19.
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eapendltwros to bo positively associated with riee in income,^ this 
association between economic statue and amount spent for medical care 
was alee reported by Sickens in Mississippi, Masters in Northern 
Alabama, and in a family-living study in the Cumberland plateau region 
of Kentueky,
In Arkansas* for three areas and types of rural communities, there
was a reported positive association between rise in economic status and
the following situations* i^roved health, expenditures for medical
ears* and amount of physician care obtained* fhsre was a negative
association between economic status and the incidence of illness.^
In Ohio, McNamara and Mangus found that for members of Farm
Security Administration health associations, the usual relationship
between economic status and the amount of medical care received was
reversed, the volume of physician calls being generally higher for those
families having a low net worth, this suggests a high incidence of
Illness in the lower income groups, the greater volume of service being
83made possible by the prepayment plan. A similar indication is suggested 
by data reported by Vaughan and Pryor in a study of the Farm Security 
Administration experimental association in Nevada County, Arkansas, They
^Ronald B* Almack, og* cit*, pp. 38-39.
T^Bcrothy Dickens, BSome Contrasts in Levels of Living in 
Industrial, Farm and Part-Time Farm Families in Rural Mississippi,11 
Social Forces, XVIII (1939), 253.
80&* A. Masters, og. cit., p. 367.
®*Wllliams, Stlebeling, Swisher, and Weiss, og. cit., p* 27.
®%tlsoa, Arkansas Experiment Station Bulletin 391;, pp. 23-26j 
Ibid*, Bulletin 2|13, pp. 21-2bj Ulson and Me taler, Bulletin 353, pp.
T & i l .
8^Prepayment Me^al-Oare Flans for Low-lncome Farmers in Ohio,
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situation does not follow a definite pattern. In reporting on their state
of health, IS, 20, and 21 per eent of farm laborers, tenants, and owner
operators respectively., claimed to have poor health. The largest number
of illnesses per family occurred in the families of laborers* 'The
families of tenants ranked next} those of owners, third* tn the
proportion of oases of illness attended by physicians, laborers led,
followed by owners and tenants* the cost of medical care per family
followed the expected pattern, $17*90 fear laborers, $21*90 for tenants,
and $27*60 for owners* Both the average amount of indebtedness and
the proportion of families indebted for medical care m s  lowest for
66owners, next highest for tenants and highest for laborers* In the
five Ohio medical cooperatives, tenants received medical care at
considerably higher rates than owners for nearly all net-worth groups,
suggesting the greater need of medical care for the low-income tenant 
69groups*
Size of Family* Very little attention has been given to the 
relation between the size of family, and the incidence of illness 
and the amount of medical care received* In the five Missouri 
counties studied, Kaufman and Horse found that persons in smaller 
households had on the average much more sickness than individuals in 
larger households. Mien adjustments were made for age, differences 
were smaller, indicating that larger households had more children and, 
on the whole, younger members* As illness tends to increase with ago, 
the larger households, with larger proportions of younger members,
66
Wilson and Metzler, ©g* cit., pp. 28-32*
^McNamara and Mazigus, o£* cit*, p« 10*
von*Id tend to lower illness rat*#* After ago adjustment* war* made, it
wa# found that much greater difference# existed in illness rat## between
household# of different #1#*# In the lower income group# than in the 
on
hA^wr*
Among famUie# in tho fire Farm Security Cooperative# in Ohio,
Sfeltoara andMangu# found that the volume of oesrviee received alee
varied inversely with size of household, the smaller household#
receiving the greater volume of service, they also found, a# did
the anther# of the Missouri study, that the larger fadlie# had a
greater proportion of younger members in them, thu# tending to demand
91a smaller amount of #ervie#*
Age and Sex* It seems rather evident fro# the analyse# of the 
more extensive health studl##, that over the life span a high rat#
of sickness is found in childhood a vary low rate between 15 and
m
35 year# of age, and an Increasing rate with age after 35 years*
The disease# of childhood are very largely of an acute nature,
93
and those of advanced age ere largely chronic.
In Arkansas, although variations appeared In the three committee 
studied, & similar relationship generally held* a large incidence of 
illnes# among children under 9, a low rate among the age group from 
30 to 35 er hQ, an increasingly higher rat* beyond this point,
90 in Sural Maaouri, pp# 35-36*
^iieSamara and Manga#, g># oit*, p» 11*
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Sdgar Sydenstricker, "Statistic# of Morbidity," MiXbank 
Memorial Fond Qu«Hwly Bulletin* X (19fc2),112.
H* Britton, $* B* Collins, and J* S, Fitzgerald, The 
national Health Survey, <p, h5l*
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Generally, among the age groups under 15# males had a higher sickness
rate than females! tiem age 15 on* with some few exception* and
variations in the three communities* females had higher rates of
oksickness than males*
In Missouri* the relationship between illness and age was similar
to that found elseltiiere* but the rates of illness for males and females
were quite different from the rates in other areas, there were m
significant differences for the two sexes in the five Missouri counties 
95
studied.
In €hie, MeMamara and Mangos* reporting on the variaiioikin the
volume of service received by ago-sex groups, found a moderately high
rate for children unto* 5 years of age* low rates among those from
5*lk years* and an increasing rate* particularly for females* after
age lk* the rates for individuals k5 years and ever were tvm 2.5
to 3 times as high as those 5-9 years of age. Females received
significantly more service than did males at every age level! beginning
with the age group 15-19* the difference became quite marked. Females
2$*2h years of age received more service than did males in any of the
96
advanced age grosq>*.
Availability of Health Facilities. The factor of availability of 
health facilities is an important one in limiting the amount of health 
care that rural families earn obtain. Distance* poor roads* availability 
and cost of transportation— these and other factors are handicaps that
^Arkansas Bulletin 39k* pp. 11-12} Bulletin h!3# pp# 11-12} 
Bulletin 353* PP* 9-ID*
^Kaufman and Morse* eg. cit** pp. Ik-18*
^^ Pren&vraent Medical-Dare Plans for Low-Income Farmers in Ohio.
mtmmmm m m m m m * t o e  w h m n i w h n m p m m im  m w#....... m mmr
p. 9*
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the isolated farm family m st face in seeking to obtain adequate care*
Unfortuaately, fee studies have been made which isolate the effects of
various festers involved, Data from two studies indicate the effect of
distance by reporting on the costs of physician home calls* Hyde found
in Louisiana that & group of 935 farm families averaged $6*66 per call#
that 1*7 per cent paid from I® to #9*99* and that 23 per cent paid. H0 
97or more per calif Halbert, in a study of 860 farm families, reports 
an average cost of $7*60 per home call, with 13 per cent of the families 
paying $1$ or more for each visit,^
In evaluating the effect of distance in general terms, Collin# 
found that families far from a hospital had a smaller number of case# 
of illness hospitalised than those living nearer a hospital* He also 
found that families living on poor roads had a smaller number of eases 
hospitalised than those living on good roada,^ More specifically, Hitt 
and Bertrand concluded that in Louisiana, in 192*5*46, the rates of 
adhdssions to state general hospital# were greatest in the parishes 
containing the hospitals* Bates diminished with increased distance 
sway from the hospitals and were lowest of a H  for the parishes farthest 
from the hospitals*.^®
In the oil-producing area of south Arkansas Ulson found families
^Some Characteristics of Medical Car# in Louisiana, p# 6*
^Blanche Halbert, Hospitals for Rural Coiamunities, Halted States 
Department of Agriculture, farmers 'Bulletin IV92, ''iasiiington,' 1937, p* 16*
^Variation in Hospitalization with Size of City, Family Income, 
and other Qsvironmental Factors," p* 1657*
100Homer L* Hitt and Alvin L*> Bertrand, 0£* cit*, p* 22** See also 
Figures 13**l6# pp* 25*»28*
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living less than three miles from the doctor had a hi^ier proportion of
illnesses attended tor a doctor* and had more home and office calls per 
101
ease* In the more isolated Ozark area a tendency was found to en^lcy
a doctor less as distance from the doctor increased. The proportion of
home calls also tended to he smaller and the proportion of office calls 
102greater.
In lewis Scanty* Missouri* households located nearest to doctors
had mere heme calls than households more remotely located, in all five
Missouri Counties studied* illness rates increased as distance from
practitioner increased. Illness rates ranged from one and two~£i£ths
te twice as great for persons living over 13 miles from a practitioner
103
as for those residing closer than three miles.
A study of the operation of the ©3«periment&l health program in 
Nevada County* Arkansas* during 19k3~kk indicates some significant 
relationships between distance and the obtaining of health care* It will 
be recalled that this program involved the purchase of almost all health 
care likely to be needed by farm families for the payment in advance of 
a rather modest fee. Distance from health facilities* therefore* did 
not affect the cost* as such* of health services obtained. Nevertheless* 
the amount of practitioner care obtained varied significantly with 
distance from the county seat* the center in which most of the health 
facilities were located and the great majority of the practitioners 
resided. In the southern part of the county* farthest of all sections
*1
• and Medical Care in Petroleu^Froducing Area in
Arkansas* pp. 2^ -io.
102Wilson and Metzler, eg. cit.* pp. 23~2i*.
iftt
Kaufman and Dr., 0£. cit., pp. 32-33.
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t r m  the center, member* had an office call rate of t,027 per 1,000 
person* la comparison with a rat# of &,&!$ and 3,267 ia the northern 
and eentral sections, respectively, fh® has® call rate for individuals 
la the southern section was 177 per 1000 persons, while those far people 
in the northern and central sections were 521 and 381*. per 1000 
respectively* the factor of distance and the conc<mltant lack of 
adequate sortie* obtained were in part responsible for the drop in 
masker ship in the southern section during the second year of operation 
of the program* Ms&beralilp in this section was reduced frost 66 per 
wit to 31 per wet of the estimated rural farm population of the 
ere*, whereas the northern area increased in membership from 1*3 te 
Si per cent, and tta* central section increased from 50 to 51 per
A similar observation of the 
effect of distance on the obtaining of service was made by one of 
the enumerators for the Regional Tenure !>ro$eei #io interviewed * 
number of Hegro families in the southern section of Hevada County 
belonging to the health association* Re found that several of the 
faailiee, rather than travel the 25-37 wiles to the county seat, 
obtained medical ear* from practitioner* in nearby towns in adjoining 
counties despite the fact that they had to pay regular fees for such 
service*
Hogging* tfisst of the studies in which an attenpt is made to relate 
directly the health and medical care experience to housing conditions 
have been conducted in urban areas* Xn a report on the Hagerstown, Mary­
land, study Sydsaastricker cites the intsrrelatlont&ip of low economic
105
status, over-crowding in homes, and a high Incidence of illness*
■^Vsaghan and Prywt, ofc. alt., pp. ll*l-U*2.
^"SMmomlc Statua and tha Inoldoaoe of Illneoa." p p . 1622-1821*.
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Xn tha urban depression study* Parrott and Sydenstrieker found the same
relationships and went so far as to cite crowded housing conditions as
having a part in causing the higher sickness rates of groups in reduced 
106
circumstance s«
A number of relationships between various housing conditions and
several indices of health conditions were found by Britten and by Britten
and Altaian in their analyses of National Health Survey data* Britten
found evszverew&ing in homes to be associated with a high incidence of
children* s diseases; secondary attacks of tuberculosis* particularly
among children; and all causes of disabling illness in low income groups*
After standardising for income* the incidence of illness for all people
under 65 years of age was 20 per cent higher in households having 1*5
or sore persons per room than those having under 1*5 person® per room*
the excess for children under 15 years of age was 80 per cent* In
analysing the relationship between sanitary condition® and health*
Britten found rates of three categories of digestive diseases and
typhoid fever to be significantly higher in households without private
107
inside flush toilets than in households with such facilities*
Britten and Altman report a higher incidence in crowded households* 
particularly those in low-income groups, of acute illnesses* pneumonia, 
influenza and rheumatism* They also found a positive association between 
crowding and the common communicable disease® of childhood* Even more 
important than the relationship itself, however, was the fact Of onset 
of these diseases at an earlier age in crowded homes* Rental value and
*106
G.St* J* Perreii and Edgar Sydenstricker, ’Causal and Selective 
Factors in Sickness,® American Journal of Sociology, XL (1935)* 809*
107
ft* H« Britten* *Hew Light on the Relation of Housing to Health*M 
American Journal o£ He^tt*» XXX (19it2>* 19^197*
actual value of horn* m e  found to bo inversely related to frequency 
of disabling accidents in the home for all types of houses (rented
irtfl
single, rented multiple, owned) and for each age group*
Xu available rural studies m  attest was made to relate directly 
the incidence of Illness or velum and cost of medical care to housing 
conditions in the sample areas. Xn fact* only one study concerns itself 
with housing conditions at all* For this study it is possible to relate 
indirectly some aspects of housing to certain phases of the health sit­
uation. In Knott County* Kentucky* Williams and her associates studied 
a number of aspects of the level of living of 228 rural families and 
related these to the amount of money that families had available for 
living purposes* They found a definite relation between the dollar 
value of goods and money available for current living and a number of 
specific housing conditions* Xn comparison with all other valuo-of** 
living groups* families in the lowest category (less than $600) 
had a greater proportion of log houses and weatherworn houses* fewer 
houses that had been painted* and the lowest value of house* They also 
had houses with fewer rooms and the lowest number of tables* beds, chairs* 
and other fhrnishinga. Xn this group* 81*8 per cent of the families had 
no toilet facilities whatsoever. Xn terms of medical care received, 
this same group had the lowest average expenditures for all medical care, 
an average of til* per family* The proportion of families reporting any
expenditures for medical care was considerably lower in the low value**
109
of-income groups than in the higher*
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R* H* Britten and X* Altman, "Illness and Accidents Among 
Persons Living Under Different Bousing Conditions* Bata Based on 
national Health Survey," United States Public Health Reports, LUX 
(191*2), 637-638. ----- ------ ----
109
Family Uving in Knott County* Kentucky, pp. k9-$6.
Other Socio-Bconomle F e e Studies dealing with the relationship
between other specific socio-economic factors and health conditions are
quite few and their conclusions somewhat indefinite. McNamara and
Mangus in their stucfy of medical cooperative members ia (Mo found a
slight indication that households of lower economic status and of lower
school grade attainment used available medical services to a greater
H ©
extent than did higher status participants* Moriyama and Herrington
found a relationship between mortality rates from specific metabolle
diseases,and diseases of the cardiovascular and renal systems*
112and certain climatic and socio-economic factors*
11©McNamara and Saugus, ojs* cit*, p« 12*
111
I* P* Herrington and 1* II* Moriyama, "The Eolation of 
Mortality from Certain Metabolic Diseases to Climatic and Soeio* 
Economic Factors,w American Journal of Hygiene, 3OTIH (193$ ^ 396-ii22.
■^I, Um Moriyama and I>* P. Herrington, "The Halation of 
Diseases of the Cardiovascular and Renal Systems to Climatic and 
Socio-Economic Factors,» American Journal of Hygiene, XXVII (1938), 
h23~ii26. Seas of the factors uiillaed w^eTaverage and variability 
of temperature, humidity* precipitation, urbanity, income, value of 
products, nationality, and race* Correlations war# eomputed on the 
basis of state data*
Ill* The County and Its People
Columbia County, located in the extreme southern part of the State 
of Arkansas, is in the heart of the Coastal Plain Area* Its topography 
is generally gently rolling, is&th an elevation from ICO to 300 feet,
though the western part has a sizeable level river-bottom area. The
\
climate is mild* with a mean annual temperature of about 62 degrees and 
an annual rainfall of about 1*7 inches* Frequent late summer droughts 
with typically high tenperatures afford a condition more suitable for 
cotton farming than for any other single crop enterprize. The pro** 
dnotive quality of the soil ranges from moderate to good, with the 
former predominating* The agriculture is characterized by family-si zed 
cotton farms, with some mall plantations in the western lowland area) 
some general and self-sufficing farms are located in scattered poor- 
land areas*'*’ Oil production has been carried on in the eastern and 
southeastern areas for some years, and exploratory work was being carried 
on over most of the rest of the county while the study was being mads*
In 191*0 the population of Columbia County was 29,822* As is typical 
of eotto&*produeing areas, the County had a hi$i proportion of Negroes 
(1*5*3 pear cent) and a very small foreign-born population (0*1 per cent}* 
The rural non-farm population constituted 17*0 per cent of the total, 
most of whom lived in the one town (pop. 1,21*0) and several small 
villages of the County* The county seat, Magnolia, with a population 
of it,326, was the only urban center*
^Types of Farming in Arkansas. University of Arkansas College 
of Agriculture,""Sxtension Circular ijSl, Fayetteville, 1936, pp* 9-13,
The rural farm population numbered 2O,lj09f 68*3 per cent of the 
total* and was coiqpoeed of 1*8*3 per cent Elites and 51*7 per cent 
HagrftM,*
la 191*5# 51*2 per cent of the land area of the county was in farms* 
a total of 3*390 farms being enumerated. Owners operated 53 * 5 per cent 
of the farmsj tenants# the remaining 1*6*5 per cent* Of the total number 
of farm operators* 35*5 per cent were croppers* 123 white and 1*03 Negro* 
By race* 68*6 per cent of the white farm operators were owners; 67*3 
per eent of the Negro operators were tenants or croppers,*^
By whatever measure utilized* the level of living of the farm 
population of Columbia County must be considered to be relatively low* 
Perms are smell* averaging ?i**2 acres in size in 19li5* and of low 
average value* #2*732* Only 9*1* per cent of the farms had running 
water* and only 13 per cent had telephones* On the other hand, 63*3 
per cent had radios* Slightly over 16 per cent of the farms had 
electricity* although 30 per cent of the operators reported that they 
were within a quarter of a mile of an electric distribution line* 
Approximately 3k per cent of the farms were a half-mile or more from 
the nearest all-weather road, and 66 per cent of the operator s had 
neither truck nor automobile* The average value of all crops sold 
was $1*08 per farm* A considerable amount of products was used on the 
farm* the average value of products sold or used being #907*^
A
Sixteenth Census of the United States, 191*0, Arkansas, Second 
Series* Washington* OovenmenTTrinting Office* 193*1, Tables 5l, 26, 27 •
^United States Census of Agricultures 19j*5, Arkansas, 'Washington* 
Government Printing Office* 19ho* County tables I, V*
1*
Ibid*, County Tables 1# Part 1, Part 2; XI, Part-1*
IF Health Facilities la Columbia County
The professional personnel and the several agencies concerned with 
the health of the people of Columbia County were relatively adequate in 
19h$* Although facilities isre not so adequate here as in counties in 
the Coastal Plain area in which relatively large urban centers were 
located, they were sore adequate than in a number of the surrounding 
counties*
Physicians* Xn 19&2 there t w o  20 practicing physicians in 
Columbia County, a ratio of one doctor per 11*91 persons* Eleven of 
the doctors lived in Magnolia, the other nine in one small town and 
three villages* Xn addition, doctors in adjacent counties served 
families near their borders* Members of the Farm Security Administra­
tion medical cooperative reported that they utilised the services of 
sis physicians located outside of the County, although each of these 
physicians performed only a limited amount of service for a few
i
families* then a state-wide survey of hospital and health services 
was conducted in December, 192*6, there were 21 practicing physicians 
in the County* Of these, 3 were under 1*0 years of agej 6 wore between 
1*0 and 65 years of age* and the remaining 12, approximately 57 per cent 
of the total, were 65 years of age or over* At this time there was 
one physician for every 11*20 persons, and the County ranked 12th in the
*Twe doctors in small towns across the state line in Louisiana 
served one family each* One patient went to the hospital in Nevada 
County* In Ouachita County, one doctor served one family? another 
doctor served four families.
66
hS
state la this reject,2
Dentists* In 191*2* there were s&x dentists in the County, one to 
® w y  kf9?Q persona* Although this is a small number of dentists to be 
expected to care for the needs of the population, it compares with 0 
dentists each in two of the adjoining counties* In contrast, two other 
adjoining counties which had relatively large urban centers, had 7 and 
1? dentists respectively* In 192*6, one of the dentists in Columbia 
County was under 2*0 years of age, the other five between the ages of 
hO and bit***
Hospitals* In 19h6 there were three hospitals and one small clinic 
in Columbia County* Two of the hospitals were located in Magnolia* the 
third in Waldo, a small town with a population of 1,22*0* The clinic m s  
located in Taylor, a village in the southwestern corner of the County*
The three hospitals had bed complements of 2l*, 20, and 9$ respectively*
5
The clinic had less than 5 beds* The total number of hospital beds in 
the County numbered 55, a ratio of 52*2 people per hospital bed* In 
addition, each of the hospitals had 3 or more bassinets, the three 
having a total of thirteen* In the three hospitals, 52*7 per cent of 
the beds were in private rooms, and 1*0 per cent in rooms with 2 beds
^Hospital and Health Services in Arkansas, Survey conducted by 
the Arkansas State Board of Health and Arkansas Hospital and Health 
Services Survey Advisory Committee, Fayetteville, University of Arkansas, 
Bureau of He search, 192*7 {processed), pp* 81-83*
%bid*, pp. 86*87*
k
Ibid*, p* 86*
5All data for this section was obtained from hospital schedules 
collected by the Hospital and Health Services Survey, Clinics with less 
than 5 beds were not enumerated.
i*6
Xn addition, them m e  a elngle mall ward, a room containing 
1* beds* Only oh# of the hospitals specified that it had separate 
facilities for Negroes, seven beds being designated for this purpose*
The smallest hospital did not admit Negro patients* ill of the beds 
were classed as general beds, and only one of the hospitals had (special 
facilities for maternity cases and patients with contagious diseases*
Relative to the amount of service performed by the three hospitals,
6a total of 2,021 patients were treated during 191*6, a rat# of 68 
patients per 1,000 population* Patients were hospitalised a total of 
11,670 days, an average of 5*8 days per patient, or 0*1* days per person 
in the total population. Figures from one of the Magnolia hospitals 
indicate the geographical area which the hospitals serve* The distribu­
tion of discharged patients is as follows*
Residence tasber Per Cent
Total--------------------- 1,113 100
Magnolia— 501 1*5
Magnolia County,
exclusive of Magnolia——-— "—- 390 35
Claiborne Parish,
Tjftn1! »*»«■» " n ■*»—**«* 67 6
Lafayette County—  — — —  56 $
Union county*— — — — — ——  33 3
Ouachita County"— — — —  33 3
Nevada County — — — — — —  33 3
6This figure represents the number of patients discharged during 
the year* Xt does not include the patients in the hospital December 
31, 1#*6*
Y* Sickness and Medical Cara in Relation be 
Socio^Bconasie Factors
A* Amount and Types of Illness in the 
Sample Populations
Of the 225 families la Columbia County belonging to the Farm 
Security Administration Medical Association in XH2* X?6-*or 70*4 
per coa&*<*h&d members who received physician care* Table X lists 
the typos of reported illnesses and conditions for which the members 
received treatment* Mere oases of malaria (74) w e  reported than 
of. any other single disease* Bronchitis and other respiratory 
diseases* hypertension* and diseases of the bladder and kidneys 
were prominent among the reported illnessesj as for other conditions 
needing professional care* local injuries and poisonings were out* 
standing* Among related conditions* diseases of the respiratory 
system were most prevalenti those of the gimit o«*urinary system ranked 
neat in order of frequency! those of the digestive system* third*
The very small nunbor of cases of pellagra (6) is notable as is also 
the small number of tetnsi rations and physical examinations*
The variation in the number of eases of illness from season to 
season was not very great* The smallest percentage of all illnesses 
(20#5) occurred during the winter months* while the highest (27*1) 
occurred in the spring* The same percentage of diseases was reported 
for the summer as for the fall«M»26«2« (Table II.)
Of the 1^7 families who were members of the Farm Security 
Administration Dental Association* varying numbers obtained different 
types of dental service during the year. Members of less than half of
47
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Tabl* 1« Prevalence of Illness* Volinas of Medical Gare, and Medical 
Expenditures Classified According to Specific Disorders* 
Medical Association Members, Columbia County, Arkansas, 19lj2
Illness Cases Volume
of
. Service-1
1
% Total 
i Expenditures
dumber Amount I dollars
General diseases and conditions t
Malaria ik 9& * 209
Measles 10 29 & @0
Pellagra 6 6 t 6
Turners h 1 1 20
Lumbago 1 1 * 1
Malaise 1 1 i 1
Thyroid condition h IS # 17
9
Diseases of the respiratory system
#
*
Influenza 28 37 * 9*1
Tonsilitis 11 37 t 63
Bronchitis 3k 111 i 71
Pneumonia 11 31 * 97
Asthma k h * 10
Sinusitis k 6 $ 22
Long abscess 1 3 * 3
Cold 1 u • 30i
$y% ear, nos% and throat conditions
♦
*
10 12 t 28
Ear 1 7 » 9
Throat and mouth 0 9 * IS
ft
Diseases of the digestive system
w
t
Gastritis and gastro-enteriti s n 12 i 18
Colitis 20 30 * 57
appendicitis n Ik i 17
Cholecystitis 9 10 t 18
Diarrhea and dysentery 9 12 E |*2
Intestinal parasites k 6 t 6
Indigestion and constipation 18 25 t 55
Other digestive conditions 6 7 t 38
ft
Diseases of the genito-urinary grstem
»
*
Hephritis, cystitis, pyelitis 35 62 t 7h
Other urinary conditions 6 11 • « 26
Genital conditions 31 52 t 112
Delivery 23 24 I U60
Other puerperal conditions 2 £ « 13
(Continued)
4$
Table I, Prevalence of Ulnesa* Volume of Medical Care, and Medical 
Expenditures Classified According to Specific Disorders* 
Medical Association Members, Golumbia County, Arkansas* 
19i*2 (Continued)
i i *
Illness Gases t
«
Volume
of
Service2,
s Total
* -Ssqpenditurss
Diseases of the nervous system
n"' iamb'er t" Amount" "* "' Dollars"'" 
*
Neuritis and neuralgia 17 * 33 * 3li
Sciatica 6 * 8 t IB
Neuroses 2 « 5 * 5
Neurasthenia 1 t 1 * 1
Diseases of the Circulatory System » t t
Heart disease 11 % 30 * 75
Hypertension 30 i h7 * 9k
Anaemia It « 11 t M
Blood poison 1 t 1 t 1
Lymphatic infection
Diseases and conditions of the 
Skeletal System
1! 1 
i
t
t
k * 13
t
t
t
*
Arthritis 20 * 30 t 2i0
Rheumatism 1U t IS i 21
Other conditions 3 « 
»
3 * s
*  *
Other Conditions t * *
Skin infections and diseases 
Local infections, abscesses,
13 t 
*
18
ss
t 23
£
etc. 29 t * 102
Injuries, poisoning, etc. 111 t 75 t m
Minor operations a t 10 t 191
Iasmnizations and anti-toxins 10 * 16 t 20
Examinations
Illnesses and conditions not
7 *t 8
Xli3
t 30£
otherwise specified 87 t t 261
X
Total number of office and home calls*
so
Table II* Cases of Illness by Season of Occurrence, Medical 
Association Members, Columbia County, Arkansas,
19k2
t
Season of Occurrence t
t
Cases of Illness
t Number t Per Cent
Spring t — m i $ n r
Suaaner t 190 t 26*2
Autumn $ w o 8 26*2
Winter » lii8 I 20*5
Total i
t
12k t
t
100*0
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th© families received son© type of dental service* Of the families 
who did visit dentists* a much larger percentage sought extractions 
more frequently than any other type of service# Xn slightly over 4$ 
per cent of the families were there members who required extractions, 
while in less than a third of this xusaber were there members who re* 
quirod fillings# The proportion of families that resolved prophylactic, 
|w&, and other types of oral treatment was only 6«$ per cent. Data from 
individual dental records indicate not only that members took little 
advantage of the serfices available to them* but also that they relied 
upon extractions rather than upon restorative and preventive treatment# 
Only 9*2 per cent of all family members had teeth extracted, and a 
slight 2*8 per cent had teeth filled* Of the 718 persons who were 
eligible to receive service, only 8 obtained prophylactic or gust 
treatments# (fable XIX#}
In the Regional Tenure Project sample* families obtained medical 
service m the usual f©e*fof*service basis* On this basis, 189 of the 
514 families in the sample reported one or more members who were unable 
t© carry on their normal activities for one or more days during the year#* 
Of the 1SS9 members of these families, only 22*8 per cent reported
*As was indicated above, the two sample populations are not
directly comparable in the amount of illness reported# Without reference
t© the relative condition of health of the two groups, there are at least
two reasons why the Health Association sample exhibits a higher rate of
sickness# In the first place, data for the Association were obtained from
current records of physicians and included all cases contacted, regardless
of the severity of the illness# On the other hand, data for the Tenure
Project sample were obtained by interview and represent the amount of
sickness among family members for the entire year, remembered by the person 
interviewed* In th© seeond place, since all medical and dental service
was paid for in advance by Association members, there was no economic 
reason why they should have obtained professional service for severe ill­
ness onlyj so that presumably & large proportion of all the illness suffered
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disabling illnesses during tbs year* (Table IT#}
B* Baoe
In tfa© Tenurs Project sample there m s  little difference in the 
amount of disabling illness reported by white and logro families$ and 
what difference there m6| m s  variable in tendency# The percentage 
of white families who reported one or more members as haring had 
disabling illness m s  slightly larger than that of Hegro families* 
although the proportion of individual members of legre families who 
had been ill m s  larger than that of individual members of white 
families#
Tariabillty existed toe in the duration of Illness among white 
and Hegro families# The former reported more illnesses than the 
latter for all periods under a mouth# Hegr© families* however# more 
often reported illnesses lasting longer than a month# especially in 
the periods of 55 days and over* Of the white families* 12*0 per 
cent had illnesses lasting 35 days or longer as compared with 10*6 
per cent of the Kogro families* (Table ¥*}
fthen the degree to which families amiled themselves of tecdmioal 
health care is examined# it is not surprising to find that a larger 
per coat age of white families obtained physician or hospital oar© during 
the year# It is perhaps more surprising that the difference m s  not 
greater than the reported 7*5 percentage points# 68*9 per cent of the
by members will have been included in the data available for the group# 
It is to bo expected that dm the Tenure Project sample a rnmfeer of ill-* 
nesses that were more or less trivial in nature would not be remembered 
for any length of time and so would not fee reported to the interviewer#
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Tablt VX» Family Moafetra Htetiving Physician or Hospital Care, by 
Race, Regional Tenure Project Sample, Columbia County, 
Arkansas, 171$
Roto total
Families
Families ReceivingCaro
«
5 Family Member a 
. t ,. Receiving Cart
10-1 flSBtv timber t Per Cent «' ISHfcer '"{ ?«r 'jSadSS
Kbit* 116 73
*
t 62.7
t » 
t U 4  t 1.6
N«gro 178 110 t 55.6 » 168 i. 1.$
total 31k IB3 t 58.3 • 282 * 1.$
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Table U t * Ose of Dental Service*, by Type of Service, by Race, 
Dental Association Member#, Columbia County, Arkansas, 
XS42
type of Service 
Race
Families Using 
Service#
Person# Using
Service#
i Number
IIm\ilm ofcmb'ert^ er Cenit f b M
Shite
Extraction#
t
t
t
s 37 m+9
*
i
£
5 1&
t * 
t f
t t
t 10*7 * 188
*Services 
*
£ 4*3
Filling# t U 21*1 i IF * 4*& £ 9k * 4*5
Other Services 
fetal2
t 7 t 7 t 1.7 * 12 t 1*7
i h& 60*5 £ 58
e-
* 14*0 *
* #•
29k t 5*1
Negro
Extractions
s
t IS 35*3
*
t
t 22
£ wt
t t 
t 7*2 t n £ 4*2
Fillings * 1 2*0 i 1 t 0*3 £ 2 t 2.0
Other Service# 
Total5
» 1 2*0 t 1 t 0*3 ? 1 t 1*0
t 10 
*
35*3 t n  * £ 7*2 £i % 9& £ 4*4t
Number Service# 
Used
VVliSAOV® UL» HttA.O, |W
Negro, 51 families* 305 person#*
“No duplications of services for same family or individuals 
are included.
wr
families in the Tenure Project sanple* As compared with white families, 
a smaller proportion of Negro families obtained medical service* In 
addition, Negro families made significantly fewer visits to doctors* 
offices and received considerably fewer visits fra® doctors than did 
white families*
A member of factors undoubtedly operate to bring about more side* 
neee In Negro families than in whites but very few, if any, of then are 
of a racial nature oer as* There may be biological factors that result•mmpmk emmaa w **
In greater liability to contract specific diseases* So far as is known, 
these do not include a greater tendency toward general illness* On the 
other hand* there are a number of associated socio-economic factors that 
tend te cluster about the factor of race that may adequately explain the 
higher sickness rates among Negro families* the disadvantaged position 
of the Negro, particularly the Negro farmer, is quite well known* In 
general, as compared with whites, Negroes have lower tenure status, 
operate somewhat smaller and poorer fame, receive lower Incomes, have 
poorer housing, move more often, and have completed fewer grades of 
school* Such conditions in turn help bring about and intensify illness* 
Low Income, lew level of education and poor background, for example, are 
associated with iawieqnate diet and improper personal care; poor housing 
conditions and overcrowding bring about illness more directly} and low 
income is associated with inadequate medical care, which may lengthen and 
intensify illness*
Baee, as such, may be associated with inadequate medical care in that 
the service that some physicians render Negroes is peihaps substandard 
in comparison with that rendered to whites* However, in the actual cb- 
taining of service, conditions associated with the low economic status
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ntable XIF. Humber of Days of Disabling Illness Reported by 
Family Members, by Eace and tenure, legions! 
tenure Project Sample, Columbia County, Arkansas, 
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nranter families received medical attention during the year* whereas 
raster families obtained more service than did owner .families* Slightly 
ever 65 per cent of the whit© easier families obtained medical care as 
compared with 77*4 per cent of renter families# Of the families which 
obtained medical service# m/hit© renter families bad m  average of 6*4 
physician contacts, whereas owner families bad only §•$ such contacts* v *
per family* Among the Negro families* 76*5 per cent of owners used 
eon© type of medical service as compared with 86 per cent of the renter 
families* The number of calls obtained by families receiving medical 
car© amounted to 6*4 per family for Ifegro renters and 4*7 per family for 
liegro owners* {fable X7IX#)
Differences are found ale© in the degree to which owner and renter 
families obtained different types of medical service* Families of whit© 
renters sad© more visits to doctors* offices than did those of whit©j
owners| they also received more home calls than did owner families* 
although not so many more as they did of the off lee calls# White renters 
averaged 6*6 office calls per family as compared with 3*5 such visits per 
family for white owners* White renters received 6*6 home calls per family* 
whit© owner families averaged 2*4 calls* Negro renters made more visits 
to doctor©' offices (3*8 per family) than did owners {3*2 per family)* 
Negro owners received slightly more home calls (1#S per family) than did 
Negro renters (1*2 per family*) (Table XVXI1.)
A small number of the office calls involved extra eervi c©s***minor 
surgery# dressings# et©*s In this type of service# also* renter families
^Office calls involving such extra services will be referred to 
hereafter as "special office ©alls#11
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§Table XIX. Volume of Dental Services Obtained, 
Columbia County, Arkansas, 19h2
Haee and Tenure, Dental Association Members,'
5 t :
Race and Tenures Families Using s Persons Using t Total Dental Services Used
*ft Dental Services s Dental Services t
s Itober t Per Cent t italsir' £ Per Cent £ Number t Per Family t Per Person
¥
t
£
£
£
*
i
£
£
£
- £ Using Services s Using 
t 11 " T1 s SeaviSes
White Owner t n
z
z 61.1 * 29 £ U*.l
I
£ 17k
. i
* 7.9 £ 6.0
l&iite Renter * 2i*
m
t 60.0 £ 29 * 13.9
ft
I 120
£ £
t 5.0 s U.l
Negro Owner
3
* 5
9
t 26.3 j 5
ft
£ I*. 2*
£
£ 17
£ £ 
£ 3*l| £ 3.t
Negro Renter * 13
ft
t 1*0.6 t 17 * 8.9
ft
£ 79
ft ft
£ 6.1 t fc*6
Total £ 6k
1
£ $o*k £ 80 £ 11.1
ft
£ 390
ft ft 
£ 6.1 £ k+9
£ * t £ £ 2 £
Membership consists oft Stiite Owner, 36 families* 205 person*
White Renter, 2*0 families! 208 persons 
Negro Owner, 19 families! 113 persons 
Negro Renter, 32 families! 192 peri 
Total, 12? families; 718 persons
si
also of of renter families who had tooth extracted was larger
than that of timbers of owner families# 11*5 per cent as compared with
8*8 per cent* The nuriher of extractions per person using this service,
however# m s  considerably larger for the white owner group (5*1 per* #
person) than for renters {&«$}* For services other than extractions* 
white owners exceeded renters in every category of m e  and type* During 
the year larger percentages of owner tollies obtained fallings and other 
services! larger percentages of the members of owner families obtained 
the eaam services* and in owner families persons using these services 
obtained more of the services than did persons in renter families#
(Table XX*) v
Among Negro tenure groups, it is significant that about the only type 
of service Negroes obtained from dentists was that of having their teeth 
pulled# Restorative and preventive treatments for Negroes consisted of 
two fillings for one umber of an owner family and one prophylaxis or gm 
treatment for one member of a renter family* All other treatment was 
confined to extractions* A considerably larger percentage of renter 
families (40*6) than of owner families (28*5) had had teeth extracted#
Of renter family merabers, 8.9 per cent had had extract ions as compared
*
with 4*4 per cent of the members of owner families*. These renter family
members had an average of 4 #6 teeth extracted as compared with 5*0 per* * •
person among the owner group. (Table IX.)
In the Tenure Project sample* the relationship between tenure and
family illness is somewhat irregular* Among white families proportionately
more renter families reported illness than did owner families. Proport-*
innately more individual members of owner families than of renter families 
were ill during the years renter families reported considerably more
82
Table XX* tfse of Dental Services, by Type of Service, by Race and Tenure, 
Dental Association Members, Columbia County, Arkansas, 1$*2
T ■  ■'■ ■ "■’n *
t Persons fsXag t 
? Services t
type of Service 
Base* Tenure , ,.. Services 
'Baaiiff t f e t" ciiSfc
Number Services 
Dsed
^fotSTTpSnPerioS"
WLte Oetcrv 
detractions 
fillings 
Other Services
Total38
Ub&te Rentere 
detractions 
Filling*
Other Services 
Total2
Negro Dimers 
Extractions 
Fillings 
Other Services 
Total2
Negro Renters 
detractions 
Fillings 
Other Services 
Total2
16
9
k
m
?
3
2k
5
1
13
1
11
14i.ll
25*0
JL3*4i3k
52*5
17*5
7*5
60*0
243
5*3
26*3
Uo*6
3.1
li0.6
* 
t 
t 
# 
i 
t 
t 
i 
t 
* 
t 
* 
* 
4 
t 
t 
t 
4 
4 
t 
4 
4 
t
1 t
17 *
20
12
h
29
7
3
29
5
1
17
9*8
5.9
2*0
lb.l
11.5
3.1
1.1*
13.9
b»b
0.9
b»b
8.9
0.5
8.9
162
6b
8
17l»
86
30
b
120
15
2
17
1
79
ces
5.1
5.3
2.0
6.0
3.6
b*3
1.3
b*l
3.0
2.0
3*b
b.6
1.0
M .
^Membership consists oft Shite Owner, 36 families, 205 persons
iHhit* Renter, 1*0 families, 208 persons 
Negro Owner, 19 families, 1X3 persons 
Negro Renter, 32 families, 192 persons
2flo duplications of services for same family or individuals are 
Included*
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illness than did owner families* Amoog Hegro families there is a general
inoraaa© In sickness with decrease id tenure status although the relation*
sMp is net & regular one*
fh© relationship between tenure and the obtaining of medical oar© Is
ale© rather irregular* Among the -shit© group# proportionately more renter
families than owner families obtained ears# In addition# renter families* «*
obtained somewhat more ear© than did those of owners* Among the Negroes#
the proportion of families obtaining medical ©are increased regularly with
tenure statusj the amount of ©are obtained increased with tenure status * *
also* esccept that cropper families received more ear© than renter families* 
In the Medical Association sample* the association between tenure and *
family sickness was more regular than that seen in the Tenure Project sample*
Although preperfcicmtely more owner families* white and Negro* reported
illness than did renter families* renters had more oases of illness* more
m s s  per family reporting illness* and more cases per persons reported
£11 ttorn had owners* Among both white and Negro members of the
Association* although a larger percentage of owner families than of the
raster families obtained medical car©* the latter group received a greater
amount of serried* t& comparison with whit© owner families# whit© renter
families that obtained oar© made more office visits and received more
ham visits | Hcgro renter families that obtained care made more office *
visits# but received fewer home calls than did Kegro owner families*
In its relationship with sickness and medical care# the factor of 
hanur© is similar to that of race* in that a number of conditions tend 
to be associated with itf these conditions# in turn# are associated with 
sickness and the obtaining of health care* In the 0outh there is a
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than owner fto&lieg* whit© renter itaailles received only slightly mite 
mste than did white <mmr fta&illos* and Hegro renter families received 
m m  less care thaa did those of Negro owners#
%  Sica of Family4
S& the Regional Tenure Project sample* considerable difference 
is to be noted in the amount of illness reported and the mount of 
medical ear© obtained by families of different si&es* Among both 
white and legro groups, families haring tim or more members reported 
considerably greater proportions of their ttastber ill than did familiesti
with fewer than fire members* On the other hand# smaller families
(both white and Negro) reported a larger proportion of family members«*
111 than did the larger families, (Table X!CI„)
The proportion of whit© families reporting from 1*9 and from 
10-51 days of illness m s  larger in families having five or more 
members than in the®® having fewer than five members* Slightly over 
30 per cent of the large families reported over 33 days of disabling 
illness as compared with 17*5 per cent of the small families* imong 
Hegro families# only a slight difference was reported in the proper** 
tloa of families in the two sis© groups having up to 31 days of Illness* 
Nearly two-fifths of the large families reported more than 31 days of 
illness as compared with one-fifth of the small families* (Table XXII*) 
Among white families of the Hegioml Tenure Project sample* four** 
fifths of the larger families reported that they had received medical
^In order to simplify terminology, families having five or 
more members are Sometimes termed’ large families* those having less 
than five members* small families*
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mcare as compared with slightly over one-half of the smaller families#
On the other hand* 86*1 per cent of the members of the smaller families
reported having received medical attention as compared with 24 #6 per
sent of the larger families# Among the Sfegro families a similar situation
obtained* A larger proportion of the families having 6 or more members
reported having received medical care* 62.1 per sent as compared with
46*2 per cent| whereas the smaller families reported a larger proportion
of their members as having received medical care than did those having
five members or more* (Table XXXII#}6
The white families having five or more members reported a larger
number of office and home calls than did the smaller families* learly
three-fifth® of the large families had had from 1*12 office and home
calls as compared with two-fifths of the sma.ll families* A larger
proportion of physician contacts in all other sice categories was also#
reported for the larger families as compared with smaller families# 
although the difference was not very great in any of the categories* 
the large legro families also had greater numbers of physician contacts 
than did the smaller families# A greater proportion of large families 
had such contacts in every nmbor-of-contacts category except that of 
from 13-24. (Table XXIV*)
Among the white families in the Medical Association sample* over 
four-fifths of the large families obtained medical service as compared 
with three-fourths of the small families# In addition* large families
I^t will be noted that the number of families listed in the Tenure 
Project sample la Table XXXII is smaller than that listed in Table XXII* 
Families in this sample belonging to the Fana Security Administration 
Medical Association, were removed from tables listing medical car© obtained 
because they had ‘paid for physician service in advance# and so wore likely 
to have utilised such service to a greater extent than were other families 
in tbs sample*
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small families than of the large families received medical care* 79*3 
per seat as compared with 65*4 per seat* Over 38 per cent of the members 
of small families reported physician care# whereas only 18*6 per cent of 
the members of the larger families reported such care* Members of small 
Negro families also averaged moxe care during the year# 8*0 physician 
contacts as caaparefi with 2*5 such contact© for members of larger families* 
The relationship between family illness and sim of family is a 
most regular one* Among both racial groups* large families* in com* 
parlson'with assail families* reported a larger proportion of their 
number ill* a smaller percentage of their individual members ill# a 
larger amount of illness experienced*
The relationship between family sise and the obtaining of medical*
care followed the same pattern described above* large white and Negro 
families* in comparison with small families# reported that* a larger 
percentage of their number had received medical caroj a smaller average 
raeaber of their family members had received caroj they had obtained a 
larger amount of medical care*
In the Medical Association sample the relationship between family 
sise and the staining of medical care followed the regular pattern 
established in the Tenure Project sample* Among both racial groups# 
large families# in comparison with small families# reported a greater 
proportion of their number and a smaller percentage of their family 
members as having received care# a larger amount of medical ear© as 
having bean received*
The factors responsible for the stable pattern of relationships 
between family sis© and illness* and family sise and the obtaining of
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medical care are not toe apparent# It m s  thought that factors 
associated with tenure statue might he partially responsible for the 
higher sickness rates of the larger families since non-owner families 
are larger than owner families and hate higher sickness rates# This 
hypothesis was tested by tabulating the health data for large and small 
families according to tenure status# This tabulation revealed that 
all tenure groups* white and ^egro, exhibited the same pattern of 
relationships between size of family and sickness rates that had existed 
before the tenure breakdown was made# It is obvious then that tenure 
does not markedly affect the relationship*
The tenure hypothesis would not have explained the obtaining by 
large families of greater amounts of medical care* for it las been 
shown that tenants (other than those in the Medical Association sample) 
are disadvantaged in the obtaining of care* nevertheless, the obtaining 
of care was tabulated for both sample groups according to tenure status 
and family sise* Again the familiar pattern— largo families obtaining 
more medical care than small faniilies-*~®nerged for all tenure classes 
In both racial groups in both samples* Again it is apparent that 
tenure is not on important factor in the relationship examined#
Although tenants in both racial groups do haw somewhat larger 
families than owners, they do nob constitute 'a large enough part of all 
large families to modify markedly the relationships found* Sine© neither 
tenure nor race affect the relationships between else of family and 
illness, and else Of family and health care to any appreciable extent, 
neither are the disadvantaging factors that cluster about race and tenure 
closely associated with these relationships*
E# Stag© in the Family Cycle 
Somewhat related to the sl«© of families is the stag© in the family 
cyele«**th© relative youth or maturity of the family as a unit#6
The percentage of whit© mature families who reported members ill m s  
larger than that of either of the other two groups# A smaller percentage 
of the families in the older group than in the others reported members ill# 
the families in the mature group averaged 1#8 IndMLdml members ill during
the year$ those in Stage I averaged X#3 members ill$ those in Stage III* ' «*
also had the smallest number ill# 1*2 per family# Among the ^©groes# 
relatively more families in Stage II reported illness than did those in 
the other groups5 the families in Stage III reported a higher average 
mesher of family members ill than did the other groups# (Table 3COTX#) 
3hite families in the first stage of th© family cycle reported that 
a larger percentage of their number received medical care than did those 
of the other groups* Ha&rly 6? per cent of the families in Stage I 
obtained some medical e&rei 65*8 per cent of those in Stage II received 
©are; and only 47*8 per cent of the families in Stag© III reported 
mestbers receiving medical attention* Of the families that obtained care* 
relatively more members of families in Stage IX than of those in either 
of the other two stages obtained medical attention# Among the Hegroeo* 
the proportion of the families which received medioai care m s  larger
®In the Regional Tenure Frojeet sample* the Stage groups wore 
made up as follows*
Stage If childless families* wife under 45 years of age* 
families with children* oldest child under 14 
years of age#
Stage XI* families with children# oldest child between 
14*35 years of age#
Stage III* childless families* wife over 45 years of agoj 
families with children# oldest child 38 years 
of age or over*
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Table XXVII* Family Meeker# Eeporting Disabling Illness, by Bass arid 
Stags in Family Cycle* Regional Tenure Project Sample, 
Columbia County* Arkansas, 1948
i * i
Base* Stage ini All * Families Having! Individuals Reporting
Family Cycle l Families t Members 111 I I lines a
i $ « 1
p ar t Per Cent*IMbenFer Cent ifmbertNmber For
» 9 t I l ' tFamily Reporting
t $ t # i iIllness
9 1 I 9 i I
smite t 1 1 1 » i
t I 1 * i l
stage X t SI * 26;? * 19 i 61*3 * 24 i 1*3
stage XX t 60 * 51*7 * 69 i 65*0 t m t 1*5
Stage i n t 20 1 21*6 « IS i 52*0 * 16 $ 1*2
Total t ns I 100*0 i n » 61*2 « 99 * 1*4
t t * i i *
Negro « 1 f I i *
i I 1 l t t
Stage X l SI 9 25*9 l 29 s 56*9 i m I 2*0
Stage n « 96 1 46*7 » 56 i @0*4 t 112 i 1*9
Stage XXX 9 60 * 25*4 » 27 » 54*9 I 79 t 2*6
Total 1 197 t 100*0 9 114 « 57*9 I 241 l 2*1
. * t , ' * c * *
nIn Stag© IX than in the other stages* In addition# the number of members
of families who received medical attention was relatively larger in Stage
XX than in the other two stages# (Table XTVI11,)
Bata, in Table MXX indicate that white families in the first stage
of the family cyele received more medical car© than did those in the
other two stages# Slightly over 11 per cent of the families in Stage X
had 85 physician contacts and over as compared with about 8 per cent of
the families in Stage 11# Bone of the families in Stage HI bad so many
such contacts# Askh^ Negroes# families in Stage 11 had more physician
contacts than those in the other two stages* although 8.7 per cent of
the families in Stag© III had from 13 to 56 contacts as compared with
6.5 per cent of the families in Stage XX#
Families in the Medical Association sample could not by arrayed in
the same stages as wore those in the Tenure Project sample* However*
they were grouped in three categories according to the age of the family
head* in order to give some indication of the relative youth or maturity
of the family.? Table XXX relates these groups to medical service
obtained by families in the Association* Among the whit© members# more
young families obtained medical service than did those of the other two #
groups# Nearly 89 per cent of the young families obtained some medical 
service* 78*9 per cent of the old families obtained sorvicej and 78*9 
per cent of the mature families reported medical care# Of the families 
reporting medical care, the old families averaged the largest number of
?7he three categories wore made up as follows* 
a# "young0 famlllos— age of head under 55 yearss 
b* "mature" famili©s«***age of head 35-59 yearsj 
c. "old* famill ©3— age of head 60 years and over#
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Table WfXXtm fam ily Members Receiving ftoy&i&tm and Hospital, Care# by 
Race and Stage da Family Cycle# Regional Tenure Project 
Sample* Columbia County, Arkansas* 1942
Baes ami Stags 
la Family Cycle
total
Families
Families Receiving 
Cara
Family libers 
leeeliring Cara
White I
a
t
£
i *
A a ■ .
Stage 1
I
1 27 12 i 60*7
S w
t 2$ t 1*4
Stag# II « m 26 f 65*6 t 41 * 1*6
Stage III t 22 11 * 47*6 i 10 l 1*6
total l 80
M
64 «
*
61*4 * 64 *
• *
1*6
Segr*
s
t
s
•
i
*
;* * 
i i
Stags t i 44 22 t 60*0 t 20 « 1*0
Stags II i n 47 # 69*6 1 76 i 1st
Stage III * 42 20 l 43*6 » 29 t 1.6
Total i 169 09 » 62*7 » 156 * 1*6
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amount of ©ore*
Isa the %dlcal Association sample* tb© largest proportion of white 
families that received medical car© m s  in the young family group* tm* 
H i m  that reported receiving the greatest amounfc of medical car© were 
in the eld family group* Among Negroes, the largest proportion of
families to receive ear© m s  in the oldest groupi the largest amount of*•
medical care m s  received by families in the old group also*
It has been seen that little or no pattern or relationship exists 
between stage in the family cycle and family illness or between this 
factor and the obtaining of health care* it ms thought at the b©*» 
ginning of the study that such a relationship might exist* and that an 
association might exist between the stag© in the family cycle and family 
sise. Such an association* it m s  believed* m s  of such a nature that 
mature families (those in Stage 11} would be elated to sickness and 
health ear© in a manner similar to that found among large families* Hot 
only did the latter association not appear* but no pattern whatever 
appeared* We must conclude, then* that the stage in the family cycle* 
as utilised in the present study* is not a factor which affects health 
or health care to any considerable degree*
F* Education*8
In order to determine the relationship between the health situation 
and the factor of education, families in the Regional Tenure Project 
sample were grouped according to the highest school grade attained by
8Information concerning the educational attainment of heads of 
families was obtainable only for families in the Regional Tenure Project 
Sample*
KHfc
the head* and this information m s  related to the amount of sickness 
and the amount of medical ear© received#
Among both mbit© and Negro families, an association between ©duca* 
tion and family illness m s  found to exist* Families whose head® had 
had fewer years of formal education reported a relatively greater 
amount of illness than those whose head® had gone to high school or 
college* (fable XXXI#) Over twowthird® of the white families whose 
heads reported an eighth-grade education or less had ©cm© illness 
during the year 1942* fhoee whose heads had gone to high school r©«* 
ported 52*4 per cent of their ntm&er as having had seme illness*
Ss&ctly half of those whose heads had had seme college work reported 
illness* Of the families reporting illness* 1*4 persons per family 
were 111 in the two lower educational status groups# whereas 1*3 
persons per family were reported in families in the upper status group* 
Among Negro families* 60*2 per cent of the families In the lowest 
educational group and 60 per emit of those in the next highest group 
were reported as having had seme illness# A conslder&biy smaller pro* 
portion of the families in tb© highest status group (slightly over 
two-fifths) reported some Illness*9 the average number of person® 
reported ill in the families where illness existed also decreased 
with greater amounts of schooling* An average of 1*9 family members 
In the lowest educational group was ills an average of 1*6 members 
was ill In families whose heads had gone to high school* an average
® Alt hough the number of families In this group i® quite small# 
th© health data appear to be consistent with those of other educational* 
status groups* white and Negro#
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Table xxxi * Sfcmily IIambers Reporting disabling Illness, by Race 
and Highest (trade Attained by Family Bead, Regional 
Tentare Project Sample* Columbia County* Arkansas* 1942
« * f
Base and Highest * All t Families Having * Persons Reported 111
grade Attained by t Families i Illness t
Family Bead .» t t
i'r Mim’ber" r TiSaSrVS^r Con£r~ W r  Famliy
i » $ 1 imf*
I 9 « i i
Bhite I 9 1 t i
t 1 t » -- 8
Sfch grade or less l 68 8 46 t 67,6 8 66 8 m
0th **• 12th grade I 42 9 ZZ I 62*4 I 80 i 1*4
1 or more years in * 8 8 * 9
college I 6 1 3 f 80*0 9 4 t 1.8
Total i 116 f n 1 61*2 8 100 i 1*4
i 8 9 1 9
Begre I S 1 f 9
t * f 8 1
8th grade or less I 166 9 100 8 80*2 » 188 t 1.9
9th *  12th grade i 28 f 16 9 80*0 t 22 * 1*3
1 or more years In i 9 t 1 »
college t 7 t $ t 42,8 t 8 8 1*0
Total t 188 t 118 8 59*6 8 213 1 1*8
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Eata In Table TOCX? indicat© that tellies whose heads went to 
college obtained more dental car© than did those of the other educe* 
tioml#*siatus groups# Three^fifths of the white tellies in the 
highest group obtained extractions as compared with one-third of those 
in the next highest group and slightly over-ono«*£ourbh of those in the 
lowest group* Individual family members in the two highest groups 
averaged 1*5 extractionsj those in the lowest group averaged 1*1 
extractions# Qno*half of the families in the highest group had members
who had obtained fillings as compared with approximately one*third of*
those in the lowest group and 16*2 per cent of the middle .group# Family 
members in the lowest group averaged the largest number of fillings# 2*2j 
those in the highest group averaged l*5f those in the middle group* 1*4 
fillings*
Among the %groee# the proportion of families which obtained m«*
tractions m s  larger in the highest educational status group than in
the other groups* but family members of the lowest group obtained more
extractions per person than did those in the hi^ier groups# The same
percentage of families in the two highest groups obtained fillingsj a
considerably lower percentage of those in the lowest group obtained #
this service*
Among both white and %gro families, the amount of illness reported 
by families in the Tenure Project sample tended to increase with a 
decrease in the amount of formal education obtained by family heads# 
Among white families* with rise in educational status* the proportion 
of families reporting illness decreased regularly! the average number 
of persons ill decreased* with some variation* The amount of oare re*
fable XXXIV ♦ Families and Family Members Having Extractions and Fillings, by Race and Highest 
Grad© Attained by Family Head, Regional femar© Project Sample, Colianbia Cmmfey, 
ArSs&nsas, 1942
Race and Grad® fetal t Families 
Failles * ^.vlng
t Extractions
__
s Individual© 
t lairing 
* Extractions
l;
* *
t Families s
t s&v&ng *
t Fillings i
i ?
Individuals
Jkving
Fillips
5
, -* t s i t s a a Persons
t t * t f f i a a
m t t t f i t * * t t a a H,
; i % * 4 s i a a"
8th grade or below * 88 i IS i 28*0 t 14 f 1*2 i 18 : 35.0 a 36 a 2*2
9th m:d I2fek ®rad« s 33 , * 22 % 33*3 i 14 S 2.8 t 5 a 18*2 : 7 a 1*4
1st year college * i m:e t i » s a a -
or beyond t 5 : * $ y 60*8 4 t 2*5 * 2 s 60*0 a 3 a U S
i . t 1 * i a 4 t,
legro* t t I t * a a t, a* ‘
* 1 1 t i * ' a a a
8th grade or belcwr » 148 > i 49 t 33*9 »: 95 4 1.3 t 11 a 7* 6 a 15 a 1*4
9th * X2th grad© « IS % s . « SS.3 i. 6 » 1*8 * 5 a 16.7 a 5 t* 2*7
1st year college t % $ t 1 a t a a
or beyond » 9 i $ « 80*0 * 5 t 1*0 i 2 a; 16*7 a 1 a 1.0
» t t t t » » * t
eelved by families else decreased* dmong Negro families tbe same 
tendency held* families of leaser status reporting more
Illness than those of hitter status*
Jbaoag the whites the proportion reporting the receipt of medical. 
earo mao highest for the low odueatioml-siatus gproup* asaefc higher for 
the upper group# lowest for the middle group* 4 larger average amber 
of family members in each of the two lowest groups than la the highest' 
group received care* tong Negroes proportionately more families. and 
family sombers in the middle group then In the other two groups re­
ceived ©are*
In order to trace the relationship between eduoahloml status and 
illnese* the data were tabulated by tenure statue* Th® inverse rein# 
tienahip appeared within every raoe-#feenure group* an increase in form! 
education being accompanied by a decrease in the percentage of families 
reporting illness* in the average maaber of all family wrn^mm 111* and 
In the maber of family masher® ill per family reporting illness* 
(Supplementary Tfcble II*) !h©» the data on health m m  m m  tabulated 
by tenure class* the variations found previously in the relationship 
disappeared* but the relationship appearing tended to indicate a greater 
amount of Illness among the families having the lowest tenure status* 
the relationship was not a consistent one because of the small numbers 
in the highest white grade category and among the top two grade categories 
for Negroes* (Supplementary Table 111*) The amount of oar© received for 
families was now tabulated* the grade categories were limited to twej and 
the division point among Negroes was lowered from the ninth grad® he the 
seventh grade* New families# the heads of vdiich completed 8 grades or
Supplementary Table IX. Families Reporting Illness, by Race, Tenure, and
Highest Grade Attained by Head, Regional Tenure 
Project Sample, Columbia County, Arkansas, 1942
Base, Tenure, and sTotal < Families t ftimber of
Highest Grade Attained tFamilies* B^orUng , XSdlviduala 111
i * Illness tM-mmt .. *
* s i s * tie
l s t * 5 L i n
: 1 9 i t *«
Ifeite Oncers s ; 9 £ i 8
l t t S & :
8th grade or under s 29 s 20 I 69,0 «* 31 8 1.06 8 1.55
9th - 12th grade s 20 : 10 t 50.0 8 16 £ 0,80 : 1.60
1 or mere years of t I 3 1 8 ■ 8 s
college : 4 s 2 S 50*0 8 3 S 0.75 3 1.50
: : t 8 : I
W£%m Renters t s 1 8 8 8 .
% i t ! * 8
tth grade or under : 39 3 26 t 66,7 8 35 8 0.89 8 1.35
9th - 12th grade ** 22 3 32 3 54,5 1 14 8 0*63 J 1.17
1 or mere years of s I t 3 3 8
college s 2 I 1 f 50,0 S 1 t 0,50 t 1.00
a* 3 l S t 3
Segno Otters s t s : t 8
! 3 : i t 8
8th grade or under i 52 3 29 : 55,8 i 48 t 0.92 s 1,66
9th * 12th grads t 10 ! 5 3 50,0 : 6 •• 0,60 8 1,20
1 or more years of t % 3 3 s 3
college t 3 t 1 s 33*3 S 1 i 0.33 S 1,00
s t s 3 s 8
Bagno Renters i t 8 •* 8 3
s 3 8 8 8 8
8tb grade or under s 67 t 43 3 67,2 S m 3 1,32 c* 1,98
9th - 12th grade I 6 » 3 i 50,0 8 5 * 0.03 8 1.6?
1 or more years of s i t 3 8 S
seUegs I 3 t 2 I 66.7 S 2 S 0,66 8 1,00
1 3 t 8 t ?
Begro Croppers s t I 3 * 8
i 9 s 3 3 I
8th grade or under i 47 S 26 t 55.3 : 49 8 1.04 3 1,88
9th *  12th grade t 4 9 3 8 75,0 t 5 $ 1.25 t 1.67
1 or more years of t 1 t 8 8 9
college 1 1 3 0 t 0,0 8 0 S 0,00 « 0.00
J L JL JL JL. ■JU
u s
Supplementary Table XXX* Families Reporting Doctor or Hospital Care, by
Race, feoure, end Highest Grade Attained by Head, 
Regional Tenure Project Sample, Columbia County, 
Arkansas, 1942
Race, Tenure, and 
Highest Grade Attained
Total
Families
Families
Reporting
Medical
Care
fcvabertPer Cent
Humber of
Individuals 
Receiving Care
SESSE lumber
White Owner:
&ite Renter:
8th grade or under 
9th - 12th grade 
1 or more years of 
college
Segno Owner:
8th grade or under 
9tb - 12th grade 
1 or more years of 
college
Hegro Renter:
8th grade or under 
9th - 12th grade 
1 or more years of
Hegre Cropper:
8th grade or under 
9th - 12th grade 
1 or more years of 
college
8th grade or under 28 19
*•
s
2
67*9 33 1.17
:
j 1*73
9th -  12th grade 20 10 50*0 19 0.95 2 1.90
1 ©r more years of es
tcollege 4 2 50.0 2 0.50
#
: 1.00
22 14
e«
* 63-6 ; 19 ! 0.86 1.36
13 8
e
: 61.5 ; 10 I 0.77
§
i 1.25
1 1
:
s 100.0 Ia 1 I 1.00
s
s 1.00
: i :
s s t
69 2?
:
m 55.1 * 39 ! o.ao
t
# 1.44
9 6
I
: 66.7 | 8 | 0*89
5
: 1-33
3 0
i
i 0.0 J « 0 * 0.00
:
: 0.00
: i !
t : 1
49 28
t
57.1 I 44 I 0*90 Jf 1*57
5 2
z
* 40.0 ; 3 0.60
»
: 1*50
2 1
t
t 50.0 * 1 \ 0.50
:
s 1.00
: t t
: t :
47 22
t
j 46.8 I 37 I 0*79
t
: 1.68
4 2 : 50*0 , 3 : 0.75 : 1.50
1 1
i
s 100.0 I 1 i 1.00
:
t 1.00
P w  FanUgiPer Fmily
XM
f w w i  received fewer office and hmm mils than did those the heads of 
which completed 7 or more grades* Hth th© exception of th© %gro cropper 
grot#* © larger percentage of th© families in th© low status gro\# than of 
then© in th© high, status gr«*# obtained small ©mounts of medical ©are (1-12 
office and home ©alls)f a largsr percentage of th© families in th© h5.gh 
statue group obtained large amounts of illness (12*37 -visits and over)# 
(Supplementary table 17*}
Bespit© the fast that there Is a ©lose association between education 
and tenure in each of the two racial groups* the mjor relationship indi­
cted by the data Is a relationship between education and siohness end 
health ©are* rather than one of tenure* for there appears to be little 
difference in health ear© reported by the ©ductiomX-sbatus group in the 
various tenure classes* th© call ©mount of formal education of heads of 
families appears to be indicative of a general lack of information concern­
ing correct dietary practices* general sanitation and personal hygiene* a 
lack of which Is associated with higher sidmoss rates*
Shis same small amount of formal education is probably associated 
also with ignorance of symptoms of Illness* of curative procedures* and of 
th© value of prompt diagnosis and treatment of diseas©* as well m with a 
greater dependence upon home remedies and patent medicines*
6* Spatial Mobility 
The factor of territorial mobility* the movement of families front 
£©*» to farm* m s  determined by a simple indesa— the number of years 
the family had occupied the farm on which it resided at the time th© 
interview m s  held* The sample families were then divided into four 
groups According to the length of residence* (1) under 2 years} (2)
2-4 years* (3) 5-14 years} (4) 15 years and over* Information rela-
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tiM m  xxxv * Fa®±li«* and Family iMbsra Kaporfclng Hlnaoa, toy Eaeo 
and Xaars on Prasant Fam, Kaglonal Tanure Projaot 
Sampla, Columbia County, Arkansas, 1942
* i 1
Eaaa sad laars $ A il s Families Having 8 Parsons Heported H I
on Prasent f« ia I
t
Families *I Ulna as
i
i ..............
$ Kttaber ' m & s * 1 Par .^ ffni g»uaber 8 jrt**?  i s
8 i t i 5 P ihkLI V '
m il l 1 i 8 s I laoortin*
i $ t 8 8
Under 2  years i 28 i 23 1 82*1 i ^ 1 1 1.42 * 4  years t a 8 13 i dlt9 * 17 1 1.35 *  14F»ara i 24 1 9 t 37.3 * 13 I 1.4I f  years and over t 43 8 26 i 60*5 8 37 1 1.4la w . * 114 I f l t 61*2 1 100 s 1.4t 3 s t 1
iK g n t : : t i :
i 3 8 t s
Under 2 years i 40 1 35 # 53.3 < 68 $ 1.9
2 * 4  pears * 36 t 20 i 55.6 * 31 l 1*6
5 - 1 4  year* ! 42 $ 23 i 6 6 *7 f 5 i * 1*3
I f  pears and a w 3 do S 35 s 58.3 * 61 8 1.7M a i t 193 1 118 t 59.6 * 211 J 1 *8
X t ifti f ........... X
ixe
{«top 51 day*) of illness* In the least mobile group the percentage of 
families haying over 51 days of illness (18*6) m s  larger then that of 
families in the second group* Among the tfegres* no definite relation* 
ship between mobility and days of illness m s  evident*
In fable 3DDC7II* data indicate the amount of medical ears obtained
10
by three mobility groups# In the wiiite group which had been m  fame
under four years* over two-thirds of the tellies reported that they had
received medical care# In the second group* 57*1 per cent of the families
had some medical care* In the least mobile group# 59*5 per cent of the
families reported physician or hospital care* in average of 1*2 persons
per family received care in the most mobile group} 1*6 persons per family*
received care in the other two groups** * ^
Among Negroes* 50*8 per cant of the families in the first group* 45*9 
per cant of those in the second group* and 59*5 per cent of those in the 
third group obtained medical care* in average of 1*6 persons per telly 
frem the first group and 1*5 persons per family from the other two groups 
reoeivcd some professional care*
A positive relationship exists between the number of white tellies 
in the t enure IVo^eet sample that obtained extractions and the years 
they bad remained cm terns* In the most mobile group# 16*7 per cent of 
the tellies had: members who had had extractions} 28*8 per cent of the 
tellies in the second group had had extractions! 35*3 per cent of the 
tellies In the third group and 55*7 per cent of the least mobile group 
had obtained this service* Other data in table XOTIII indicate little
*%ecauae families belonging to the Farm Security administration 
Medical Association were deleted from tables indicating medical oars' 
obtained# the two groupB***uader 2 years and 2-4 years— were combined*
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relationship between mobility and the amount of dental service obtained*
Th© relationship between spatial mobility* usually fam*to«-fam
movement* and teily sickness is quit© irregular* In general, white
tellies that had boon for a relatively short time on the forms on
which they more living when irifcerviewed reported a greater preportion
of their number ill than did those that had been m  the present fam for
longer periods of time* In addition, highly mobile families reported
having & larger amount of illness than did more stable tellies* Imong
Ssgyo families there mas little or no pattern of relationships between
mobility and illness* Bel&tive to the amount of medical care received*
there mas a general tendency for highly mobile •whit© families to report
less teilywtaaber ears than the more stable groups reported* The rela*
tienship between mobility and medical care obtained among Negro tellies*
was quite irregular with no trend evident*
A special tabulation of mobility and health data by tenure status 
revealed a very close association between tenure and mobility* imomg 
the tenure groups* the following percentages of families had lived on the
t& *
present tern for loss than 5 years* white owners# 3*8f white renters* 
65*8* Negro owners, 14*83 Negro renters* S3t©i Negro share croppers, 73*1.
Despite this high association, the various mobility groups are 
net weighted so heavily with tenure groups as to bring about the more 
regular relationship between tenancy and health and health ©are* In 
fact, the special tabulation revealed an inverse association, though 
not a very high ome* within each of the race^tenure groups between 
mobility and the nwriber Of office and home calls reported by families*
A number of associated factors related to mobility may be responsible 
for the tendency of mobile families to have more sickness and to re*
fai&exxxrai. af ^ Lfcractiona 
fe&rs os Present Farm,
1342
Reported fegr 
tenure Prejeet
Years on 
Present Farm
.Families
Faailies
Extractions, 5 Fillings 4 
: Humber *?er
Under 2 years 
2 - 4  years §
5 * 14 years *
15 years and evert 
M a i  j
18
7
21
*2
Under 2 yurt * 44
2 - 4  years ? 31
5 - 1 4  year* t , 3?
15 years and evert 55 
3 149
* i 
1 t 
: t
s 1
S !
: 20.4s 
s 8*0* 
3 23.3*
* 47*7* 
s 160.0* 
x « 
t 3 
3 * 
t 27 *2t 
t 18*4* 
j 21.9* 
a 32.5i 
*100.0*
iCSRtl
f * 
1 t 
3 I  
3 3
3 f
3 *34.7* 
2 128.6: 
7 t35.3s 
15 s35.7* 
2? j30, 7s 
x 1 
t 1
13 U$.3s 
12 *38.7* 
U  s37.2s 
I f  *34»$t 
52 s34.3s
V Per Family tFsr Family
4
2
8
If
32
15
13
If
25
72
s27.fi
s 14. 3s
14 *33.3*
2 * 4* 3s
2 s 4*43
3 » «tli
15 t a*ft
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ceiv© less medical ear© than da more stable families* Moving itself 
Si an expensive process* of eoura©* and fteJlies which moire often find 
it difficult to accumulate household goods and other forms of wealth 
that are condm im  to good health and health care# In addition# constant 
fft»sto*farai movement is not the hast method of obtaining: superior farm* 
with high productive records and resultant high income* nor is it the 
best way to build up a reputation for stability and trustworthiness in 
the eqgBBMBity that will allow families to obtain medical care and other4
services when money is not presently available to pay for it# Finally# 
ef eourst# the tenure relationship# though not too important in its 
effect# is related to mobility and health# thus bringing to bear on 
mobile families all of the socioeconomic factors associated with ill 
health and lack of adequate medical care#
H* Social Participation 
Mm attempt was made to ascertain whether family activity in community 
affairs was associated with illness in families and with the amount of medl-* 
cal care obtained* The degree to which families participated in community 
activities is Indicated by the social participation index score*1*
index m e  constructed by assigning numerical values to 
participation or n®a*parbicipation in specific s c M t y  activities* Bight 
items were used in constructing the index# and the scores range from M  
(minimum participation) to 48 (maadmum participation) * The items used and 
the numerical values assigned them are presented In detail In Appendix B*
The Social Participation Index forms part of the Secie^Boonomio Status 
Scale and la general follows the plan of construction developed by Sewell.
Per detailed treatment of the subject# *** Mlliam H* Sewell# The Construction 
y d  itanaardigation_of a_scale for the of socio^yymls
Status of Oklahoma Ebrmramllios> Oklahoma'Agricultural''ixperimont Station#
TecEieaX rfuI^Sln Sc* ^ ’Wlilwiter# 1840*
1 U
In the Tenure ^ reject sample whoa the tables relating Illness end 
medical ears cbiained by families, and the participation of tollies in 
com».imity activities are examined* little association is evident# Sena# 
tollies having a relatively high participation score had more illness 
thin tollies with lower scores# Others with lower scores had more 
illness than families with higher scores# An exception to this was 
toad In the &egre family members* The families having the highest 
social participation index score (41 and over) reported 1*1 persons 
per family 111 during the year} those with the meat highest index score 
(32*40) reported an average of 1*0 family members ill} families with the 
lowest score (under 53) reported 2*3 persons per family ill during the 
year* (Table x m u )
In the material dealing with the number Of days of illness and degree 
of social participation* 13*7 per cent of the white families having the 
highest participation score had over 31 days of illness} a higher percent# 
age of the families in the two groups having lower scores had over 31 days 
of illness* little difference being evident between these two lower groups# 
tamg the Hegrees# a somewhat more regular relationship is to be found#
The percentage of families having relatively short periods of illness (1*9 
and 18*31 days) increases with the increase in social participation index 
secure* the percentage of toilies having long periods of illness (100 days 
and over) decreases with Increase in index scores# (Table XU)
Among white tollies* the relationship between social participation 
end the obtaining of medical care is the reverse of the expected relation* 
ship# The percentage of families obtaining care decreases with the in# 
crease in Index score# Among individual family members, the existing re*
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T4ble XXXIX* Frail? Hambers importing Disabling Illness b? Pace 
and Social Participation Index Seere* Begioml Tenure 
Project Sample* Columbia County* Arkansas* 1842
♦ ’ I • ' ft
8ae* and i M i  i Families * Persons
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lationship Is more nearly the one expected# The average number of family 
members obtaining medical car© m s  larger In the highest participation** 
score group than in the other groups* but lower in the middle group than 
It mas in the group having the lowest scores# Among negroes* over three* 
fifths of the families In the lowest participation-Andex score group* 
approximately one*»h&lf of those in the middle group; and slightly over two* 
fifths of those in the group with the highest index score obtained medical 
care# The average number of family members who obtained care decreased 
with increase in participation index score# (Table 2&X*)
Little relationship Is to be observed in the amount of medical care 
received and the degree to which families participated in group activities, 
except that among white families the percentage having from 25-38 physician 
contacts increased with increase in social participation index scores and 
that among Hegro families the percentage having frcm 1*12 physician contacts 
decreased as participation index score increased* (Table XLXX*)
Little relationship is evident in the obtaining of dental service and 
social participation# An exception to this is seen in the percentage of 
legro families obtaining extractions and fillings# An increase in the 
percentage of families obtaining both of these types of service accompanies 
an increase in the social participation index score# (Table 3CLXII*} 
Practically no relationship m s  found to exist between the degree 
to which families participated in community activities* and sickness and 
health car© obtained by these families# Iffiien the present study was begun# 
it was thought that such a relationship might exlst-*bhat families which 
participate a great deal in community affairs tend to have lose illness 
and to obtain larger amounts of medical care than families which partici­
pate little in social activities# A high degree of social participation
Table XU* Family Members Reporting Physician or Hospital Caret R&ee 
ant Social Participation Index Score, Regional Tenure Project 
Sample, Colombia Comity, Aric&ssas, 1942
Sac©, Social 
Participation 
Index Score
i
All
Families 1
t
t
Families Receiving 
Medical Care
Persons Receiving 
Medical Care
Number Per Centf Embe r I Per Cent Number Htsaber Per
mbit© 
Under 51 29
t
t
t
*
55*6 i
*
*
«
i
18 * 82;i 31
Family Sport­
ing* "illness
i;7
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41 and over 7 7*9 t 4 i 57*1 7 1*8
Total m 100*0 f 54 t 61*4 88 1*6
Begr© 
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1
*
t
14*2 »
t-
t
t
IS * 62*5 29 1*9
52-40 158 81.7 t 71 t 51*4 104 1*5
41 and ever 7 4*1 t 3 t 42*9 5 1*0
Total 169 100*0 * 
t
89 t
t
52.7 136 1*6
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mwas thought: to b© a reflection of a high general socio-economic status#
If this were true, the relationship between socio-economic status and 
health would appear in a relationship between social participation and 
health* Nevertheless, no such relationship was foundj if such a relation* 
ship exists, the index of social participation utilized failed to reveal it*
X# Housing
The degree to which families in the Eogional Tenure Project sample 
had "good* or “poor11 housing conditions is Indicated by the family hous- 
lag Index ©core#*®
A definite and pronounced relationship exists between the xnmber 
of families and family members reporting illness, and the housing condi­
tions under which they lived# Family illness decreased with an increase 
in housing index scores, and the na&ber of family members ill also de­
creased with increase in index scores# In the white group, two*fIfbhs 
of the families having the highest housing index scores reported illness 
among their members| nearly three-fifths of the families in the middle 
group reported some illness5 approximately three-fourths of the families 
having the lowest housing index scofo reported illness* The average number 
of persons ill per family decreased with the increase in housing index 
score— the lowest group averaging 1*5 per family3 the middle group# 1#3| 
the highest group# 1*2 * Among Negroes a relationship existed similar to 
that found among white families and white family members# Nearly 61 per 
cert of the families in the lowest group had members ill as compared with
^fh© Housing Index is similar in construction to the Social 
Participation Index* The Items used and the assigned values are presented in 
in Appendix B# The scores range from a minimum of 36 to a maximum of 78*
This information was available only for fan 1lies in the Tenure Project 
Sample#
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fa&l* J&rr* Pfc&Hy Members Steportlag Disabling Illnes% by Race ini 
Housing Index Score* Regional tenure Project 
Columbia County, Arfcansaa* 1848
Race and 
Housing 
Index Seer*
A U
Fw&iliee
Families
B&ving
Illnssa
Persons Reported 111
'rnber
Illneas
m t a
Skier 45 AS
X
« si 76*0
1
61 # 1#6
45 «. 59 01 * m m ;9 59 « i*s
00 and a w 2© I 8 40.0 10 9 1*2
total 116 * 71
*
61.2 100 » m 1*4I-
*
9
t
Under 40 128
' ¥
i 78 80.9 159 t 2.0
46 * 69 6? f 40 59.7 62 » 1*8
00 and orer S * 0 0.0 0 * 0.0
total 198 I 118 59.6 811 t 1.1
x m
59*7 per cent of those in the mxb highest group* Ion© of the three 
families in the highest indexescore group reported illness* Among 
families reporting illness, those with lowest so ores had 2*0 members 
per family ills those with Idglier scores averaged 1*3. mciabers ill*
( ta b le  X L IV *)
Data in Tablo XLY indicate that the amount of illness among families
also decreased with an increase in housing-index score* this inverse*>
relationship existed among both racial groups* Among white families*
17*8 per cent of those having the lowest index scores (under 48} had 1-9 
days of illness as compared with 15*7 per cent of the families in the 
middle group (48-59) and 10 per cent of those in the highest score group 
(60 and over)* Hourly 9 per cent of the families having the lowest score* 
5*9 per osnb of those in the middle group* and none of the families with 
the highest scores had 100 days of illness or more* Among legroes 28*9 
per cent of the families having the lowest housing-index scores* 26*9«k
per cent of those in the middle group* and none of the families with the 
highest scores reported ever 51 days of illness* (fable $&?*)
Proportionately more white families having poor Musing conditions 
than those having better conditions obtained medical care* Families 
having housing-lndex scores of under 45 reported that approximately four* 
fifths of their number received physician, or hospital car©| 55 per cent 
of those in the next highest score group received such cares 47*4 per oent 
of the families having the highest index scores obtained medical care*
An average of 1*6 individual members per family in the lowest group ob­
tained medical attention as compared with 1*6 members per family In the 
next highest group and 1*3 members per family in the highest score group*
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Among the ^egroes in the sample# only three families had housimg-index 
seores of 60 sad over* Mthin the other two iadex-scor© groups* families 
having the higher scores reported a greater percentage of their number 
as having received medical care (55.9) than did those having lower scores 
(51.4). However, families having the lowest index seores reported a higher 
average number of their members as having received ear© (1*6) than did 
those in the higher score group (1*4)# (fable MM,)
Data in fable XbVTX indicate that families having the poorest 
housing conditions obtained a larger amount of medical. care than did 
families living under better conditions* As indicated by the per* 
eentage of families having specified numbers of physician contacts, 
white families with housing-dndex scores of under 46 had larger numbers 
of contacts than did those with higher scores* Over 10 per cent of the 
families in the lowest score group had over 24 physician contacts as 
compared with 7*5 per cent of those in the next highest group* Hone of 
the families In the highest score group received as many as 25 physician 
contacts*
Among Hegiro families, on the other hand, those having higher index 
scores reported a somewhat larger number of physician contacts than did 
those having lower scores* Proportionately three times as many families 
having index scores of 46-59 as those in the lowest index^core group 
reported over 12 physician contacts (11*6 per cent as compared with 3*7 
per cent).
The relationship between housing conditions under which families 
in the Tenure Project sample lived and the dental services the families 
obtained la an irregular one* Members of over 40 per cent of the whit©
xm
Table XLVI, family Members Beporting Physician or Hospital Caro, by 
Base and Housing Index Score, Hegionai Tenure Projeet 
Sample* Columbia County, Arkansas, 1942
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families having th© lowest housing index seores had teeth extracted* 
and members of nearly 37 per cent of those having the highest scores 
obtained such service, In the middle group, members of only ono^fifbh 
of the families had extractions# In the two lowest indexes core groups 
an average of 1*2 persons per family obtained extractions; in the high* 
est score group 1*0 persons nor family obtained this service# the per­
centage of families whose members had teeth filled Increased regularly 
with an increase in housing Index soore— 24,1 per cent of the families 
in the lowest group# 25 per cent of. those in the next highest group* and 
31*6 per cent of those in the highest score group having obtained this 
service# Families with the highest scores had the largest average 
umber of family members who had obtained fillings (2*5); those in the 
middle group had a smaller average number of members to receive this 
service (1.6) than did families in the lowest score group (2*1)*
(Table XL7III#)
. imong Negroes, the three families which had housing index seores of 
60 and over obtained no dental services . In the other two groups * the 
percentage of families that had obtained extractions was greater in 
families having the higher index scores than in those having the lowest 
scores* 37*3 per cent as compared with 33*6 per cent* Families in the 
lowest score group had a larger average number of family members who 
obtained extractions (1*2) than did those in the higher Index-seor© group 
(1*0)* Only 9*3 per cent of the families having housing index scores of 
under 45 obtained fillings as compared with 8*6 per cent of those with 
scores of 45-59* families In the lowest score group also had a larger 
average number of family members who had obtained filling® (1*6) than 
did those having higher index scores (1*0) *
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Data in this section reveals a definite inverse relationship be-*
tween housing sad the incidence of illness* Compared v&th families having*
better housing conditions, those having low housing index scores reported 
a higher percentage of families ill* a greater ntssbor of family members 
ill* end, in terms of total days of illness, more illness among family 
members* The relationship between housing conditions and the obtaining of 
medical ©are was the reverse of that indicated above, although not nearly 
so pronounced* In comparison with families having superior housing condi­
tions, those having low housing index scores reported a slightly greater 
percentage of families and of family members that had received medical 
care, and a somewhat greater amount of ©are as well# ito exception to this 
was seen in the amount of care received by ffegro families, those with better 
housing conditions having received more care than families with poor housing 
conditions*
The existence of the relationship apparent in this part of the study—  
that between poor housing and high sickness rates— has been previously 
demonstrated in a number of studies# (See pp# 39*42*) This relationship 
seems to be accounted for, in part, by poorly constructed houses, which 
do not offer adequate protections by poor sanitation, which exposes the 
family to various infections! by overcrowding, which does not allow for 
proper isolation in times of illness* In turn, poor housing m y  be assoc la- 
ed with lack of education concerning the importance to family health of such 
conditions as those mentioned above* Finally, to ®mm extent, poor housing 
and poor health m y  both be due to the same basic factor, that of low 
economic status*
The slight inverse relationship between poor housing and medical care 
can be accounted for in part by an associated low economic status# The 
important fact seems not to b© that families in the poor housing group
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obtained more medical care than families in the other groups, but that 
they obtained ao little more ear® in relation to the number of people 
iH* It ie here that the relationship bee csss s very closely associated 
with lee Incase, ifeieh malms adequate medical care iaqpossible for seme 
families*
J* Material Posseesione 
In order to determine the degree to. which family possessions in 
movable property mere associated with family illness and the obtaining 
of medical car®, families were grouped according to their scores on 
the Merabi* Possessions Index, ^  mad this material was related to the 
health data*
Am inverse relationship between material possessions and family 
illness exists among families in the Tenure Project sample as would be 
expected, although the relationship exhibits certain irregularities. 
Only 36*9 per cent of the white families having the highest movable 
possessions index score (75 and over) reported illness among their 
members* A considerably higher percentage of families in the two 
groups with lower scores reported illness, although the percentage 
of families reporting illness in the lowest score group (65*1) was 
slightly lower than that of families in the next highest score group 
(69*4)* Families with highest scores had a larger average number of 
members ill (1*7) then did those of the other two groups* Families
l^is' *wa7Ttwe of the Social Participation and Housing Indexes, 
the Movable Possessions Index was constructed as part of the Socle- 
Meemsnie Status Scale* The items used In the index and the numerical 
values assigned to the items are presented in Appendix B* The scores 
range from a minimum of 45 to a maximum of 104* These data are avail­
able only for families in the Regional Tenure Project staple*
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Table XXJXe Family MaaberS Reporting Disabling Illness, by Race and 
Movable Possessions Index Score* Regional Tenure Project 
Sample* Coluabia County* Arkansas, 1942
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fable LI. Family Reporting Physician or Capital Care* by
Bane and Movable Possessions Index Score# Regional '1 enure 
Project Sample, Columbia County# Arkansas# 1948
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groups bad more family mashers mho received medical attention than the 
lew group bad# In addition* families having higher scores received 
greater amounts of medical service than did those having low index 
seores#
in examination of the items in the movable possessions index 
suggests several factors that might indirectly have brought about the 
relationships shown above# Several of the items— such as floor coverings# 
refrigerator, washing machine* and window coverings— when present* add 
to the comfort and mil being of family members* others— such as school 
grades completed* books* magazines, and newspapers available— are 
associated with the educational level of the family* Both of these 
sets of items m y  be associated indirectly with family health and the 
obtaining of medical care* The other items in the index— such as radio* 
automobile, living room furniture* telephone* etc*— although generally 
regarded as conveniences* are associated as are the items mentioned 
above* with economic status and thus may also be associated with family 
illness and financial ability to obtain adequate medical care,
E* Socio-Economic Status 
The degree to which families in the Regional Tenure %oj©ct sample 
have a low* medium* or high general socio-economic status is indicated 
by the family score on the Socio-Economic Status Scale,^
-Among white families in the Regional Tenure Project sample* there 
is a pronounced inverse relationship between family illness and socio-
■^Fb© Socio-Economic Status Scale is made up of all items in 
each of the Social Participation* Housing* and Movable Possessions 
Indexes, The item® used and the numerical values a® signed thorn are 
presented in Appendix B* Scores range from a minimum of 104 to a 
maximum of 230, This material is available for families in the 
Regional Tenure Project sample only.
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economic status * The families having the lowest. eoale scores (under 
134) reported the largest percentage of their number (76) as having 
been ill during the year# Over 58 per cent of the families in the 
middle poors group (134*163) reported illness| 53*8 per cent of those 
in the highest score group (164 and over) reported seme illness during 
the year# Tsaailies in the lowest score group had the smallest amber 
of members per family ill (1*3)3 those in the next highest group re* 
ported the largest number (1*5); families having the highest score 
averaged 1*4 members per family ill*
Among the Negro group only three families bad socio-economic scale 
scores of 164 and over* and none of the members of these families m s  
ill during the year* In the remainder of the Hegro sample, proportion­
ately more families having the higher scale scores reported illness 
(65*3 per cent) than did families having lower scores (67,7), although 
a larger average number of individual members (2*0) m s  reported by 
families in the lower score group than by those in the groups with 
higher scores (1,4), (Table LIT*)
As indicated by the percentage of families reporting; specified 
numbers of days of illness during the year, families having the lowest 
status scale scores had more Illness than those in the other two groups# 
Among the white families* 30*8 per cent of those with the lowest seores, 
20*3 per cent of families in the middle score group* and 15,4 per cent 
of those with the highest scores reported moderate and long periods of 
Illness (82-99# and 100 days and over),
A situation similar to that found among white families existed 
among the Negroes— 'families having lower socio-economic scale scores 
reported more Illness than those with higher scores# Over 29 per cent
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Table U9* Family Membera Reporting Bioabliag Illness, by Race and 
Socio-Economic Status Seale Score, Regional f enure 
Project Sample, Columbia County, Arkansas, 1942
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mof the families la the lower group reported illness of 32-99# and 100 
days and over a® compared -with 26*4 per cent of those in the higher 
group* (fable hV.)
fhe relationship between soeio-eoonomi© status and the obtaining 
of medical care is seen to be somewhat irregular* Nearly 78 per cent 
of the shite families having the lowest seal© scores reported haring 
received physician or hospital care as compared with 55*6 per cent of 
those in the middle score group and 60 per cent of those with the 
highest seals scores* Families in the middle and upper groups had the 
largest average number of members who had received care (1*6 per 
family) | those in the lowest score group reported 1*4 members per 
family as having received care} Among the Negroes in the sample 
(excluding the highest score group# which reported only one family 
as having received medical ear©* 56*9 per cent of the families having 
the higher seores reported medical care* whereas 51*3 per cent of those 
with low scores reported such care* An average of 1*4 members per 
family in families with higher seores and of 1*6 members in those with 
low seores received care# (fable £VX*)
Data la fable I*VXX indicate that families with higher socio-economic 
status received somewhat more physician care than those with lower status* 
Among white families in the tenure Project sample# approximately three* 
fifths of families with lowest scores# about two-fifths of those in the 
next highest group* and over one^bhird of those with the highest scores 
had fairly small numbers of physician contacts (1-12 office and home calls)*
Families having from moderate to large numbers of contacts (15-24# 25-36#*»
and 57 calls and over) included 24 per cent of the highest score group#
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Table 1V2. Families Heporbing Physician or H&cpital Caref by l&e# anil 
Socio^Eeoncmio ©tabus Scale ftwa# Heglenal Tenure Project 
Sample* Columbia County* Arkansas. 1942
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11*1 P©r cent of th© middle ^*oup# and 16*7 per cent of the lowest group* 
Among the Hegrooe in the sample* one-half of the lowest group and slightly 
over two-fiffchs of the next highest group had small nuiribers of physician 
contacts? proportinnately five times as many of the families of the 
higher score group than of those in the lowest group had moderate to 
large nuB&era of contacts (14*1 per cent as compared with 2*8 per cent)*
The largest proportion of white families whose members obtained 
extractions (40 per cent) m s  in the group having the highest socio­
economic scale scores? the next highest (58,9 per cent) m s  in the group 
with the lowest scores; the lowest proportion (32*2 per sent) was in the 
middle score group* The families averaging the largest number of extractions 
(1*2 peer family) were in the middle and highest score groups; those 
averaging the smallest number (1*1) were in the lowest group# The 
hipest percentage of families which obtained fillings (2*8) m s  in the 
highest score group* the next highest (36*7) m s  in the middle score group; 
the lowest percentage (32*2) m s  in the group vdth the lowest scale score* 
Families having the largest average number of fillings (2*8 per family) 
were in the lowest score groups those having the next highest (2*1 per 
family) were in the middle group; those having the smallest number of 
fillings (l#4 per family) were in the highest group* (Table 2A7XIX*)
Among Hegroes in the sample# none of the families in the highest 
seale-score group obtained any dental care* In tlie other two groups* th© 
percentage having obtained extractions m s  larger in the higher score 
group (38*6) than in the lowest group (33*0)* Both groups obtained Mm 
same average number of ext met ions per family (1*2)* The percentage of 
families in the higher scale group whioh had obtained dental fillings
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(16*8) m s  much larger than that in the lowest score group (5*5)*
Families in the lowest score group obtained a larger average t&enber 
of fillings per person (1*?) than did those in the higher score group 
(1*2)* (Table mil*)
/
The relationship between socio-economic status (as indicated by 
scale scores) and illness m s  seen to be an inverse one* though some 
irregularities were evident* As compared with families having high 
ratings on the socio-economic scale* those with low scale scores 
reported a greater percentage of family illness and a slightly greater 
average number of family members ill* (However* low scoring Ifegroes 
reported a somewhat smaller percentage of family illness than did 
Hegro families with high scores*) They also reported a greater amount 
of illness than did families having higher scores*
The relationship between socio-economic status and the obtaining 
of medical 'care was even more irregular and less pronounced than that 
associated with illness* As compared with families in the two upper 
score groups on the scale* those with low scores reported the f ollowing 
pat terns I white families liad a higher percentage of their number but a 
smaller aver ge number of members to receive*''medical care* Hegro families 
had a lower percentage of their number and a somewhat larger average 
number of msrnbej|s to receive care* Among both racial groups# families 
witfe low scores ^reported having received more medical attention than 
those with high|r scores*
The irregularities in the relationship just described are probably 
due in large part to the way in whftoh the socio-economic status seal© 
was constructed* The scale m s  made up of items included in the social
160
participation, housing, and movable possessions index* Therefore, all 
Irregularities appearing in the relationship® between health data and 
those indexes accumulated in the relationship between the composite 
scale and Illness and medical care# The major conclusion to be i m m  
from this relationship, then, is that the separate indexes constitute 
a mere useful device for such analyses as the present one then the 
status scale as a unit*
L# Family Income^
The relationship between illness and family income is seen to be 
somewhat irregular* The percentage of families reporting illness 
decreases with an increase in inoomej the number of family member® 
reported ill increases with increase in income# approximately turn# 
thirds of the white families having gross inches of under #1200 re# 
ported seme illness as compared with only 57*4 per cent of the families 
having incomes of #1200 and over* Of the families who reported illness, 
these having the larger incomes averaged 1*5 members ill, whereas those 
in the lower income group had an average of 1*5 members ill* Among tbs 
Negroes in the sample# 60*2 per cent of the families having the lower 
incomes reported some illnessj 56*8 per cent of the families having 
higher incomes reported members as having been 111* Of the families 
reporting illness, an average of 2*0 members m s  reported ill by the
*%he measure of family income utilised in this study is that 
of estimated gross income* Agricultural economist® m  the staff of the 
Regional Tenure Project made the estimates on the basis of a complete 
Inventory of all sources of income of family m©3!nbers##crcps# livestock 
and livestock product®, and off-farm labor* Income data were available 
only for the families in the Regional Tenure ^reject sample*
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TAblo X^ IX* Family Mmfem* Heperfeing Bis&bHag Illness, by Raee 
and Gross Family Income, Regional? enure ^ rojeet 
Sample* Columbia County, Arkansas, 1942
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Fsfcle iXl* Family Members Reperfcing Physician and Capital Cere* by 
Baa# and Gross Family foeme* Regional Tojaare preject 
Sample, Coliasbia County* r^leansas* 1942
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what larger than that in the upper income grot® obtaining this service 
(24*5 per ©eat)* Families in the upper income group had a considerably 
larger average number of individual members who obtained fillings (2*6) 
than did these ’with smaller incomes (1*4) •
Among Kegro families 56*4 per cent of those having incomes of 
11200 or mere obtained extraotions as compared with 50*9 per sent of 
those with incomes of less than #1200* An average of 1*5 members per 
family in both of the groups obtained extractions during the year* 
Proportionately over twice as many of the families in the upper income 
group (16*2 per cent) obtained fillings as in the lower income group 
(7*4 per cent)* Both groups had an average of 1*4 members per tally 
who obtained fillings* (fable toll*)
is m s  stated above* the relationship between income* and health 
and the obtaining of medical care has been demonstrated so often that 
it is now regarded as axiomatic* In the prosent study th© familiar 
association between low income and high siehness rates* and low Incomet
and insufficient medical care m s  found* although the relationships were 
not so constant or pronounced as those revealed In other studies* As 
compared with families having high incomes* those with tow incomes had 
a higher percentage of family illness and a somewhat larger amount of 
illness* but a lower average number of family members ill* As compared 
with tallies having low incomes* a greater percentage of high*inceme 
tallies received medical care* In addition* Mgh*lnoome tallies received 
a larger amount of medical care than lcw*ineom© families*
2# Distance to Health Facilities *
Among white families in tbs Regional tenure Project cample*
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T M m IXXf. Families Hoporting Disabling Illness, by laoo and Distance 
to PfcyeAcian, Regional Tenure Pnojoot Sample, Colombia 
County, Arkansas, 1712
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#f the fteailie* Ice* ilma 10*8 wilea away efotaiaod medieel 0^9 ** 
eomprmt mtifc; *8 **? cent *f tiioae It*lag *i greater distance* * Of 
fmaiUe# HtSmg relefelrtlp short tmm do«t©r*4 aa average
4* VWffkf'WM^ flWWBjJ JPWww® £BoBHA&wi QJe*gr *&|w WiBWlflPP-
w m  tma&t <***. (*»*i» isw#)
f* ftaiUee la the teiwre Prejeet n w g U  the fetter *f dirteae*
I# ftlMtlAlly i»»«»faiwfe lw jPOECrd to tin. o# tmofli^^^njgp^epmfonwm"m^jp amem 0*0^*.-trm o»ddmr tiWirOfnmieinMmmei^jp cr^
■•-.'•■ * : ' ' -J. *
«f eedieel mm* &  tt» m m  »f rlelt* te 4Mitwt* tfftMi, Anilim
ernim^mtotnpdmip^eor' ^m^W^cjSf 0* to OP "tsess^e^mm cm^ m^a , 'W*®PPr imm,mW|p'eP^8n*oa1
MftooUtod TBith time end trim»|^»totionp*thoir costs otia their avail* 
ability* the problems are wore serious for families that do aot o*a 
*ct«aobU*s, for pt&He iransgertotiea 1* not ataiiiikle to moot of the 
famine* In the oen&y* la tin east of fcsme ificii*# pi^letats* timvel 
charge* iofcmasify ttm fimnolal ^ rofcXma of Obiaiaiag medical service* 
the relationship between the distance that families Hired from 
<|p9 the DMfttoro of visits i^ iie ty the families' to dootoro* 
office* is seen to to *11^*^^*# Irregular# ^iNiwtlofiBtoly 'Smoo shite 
ftndllm living lose tlm» 10*0 mile* from their jhysioiaa* (44f4 p m  
earnI) mad* 1«4£ office visit* them did those 11*1*1 at grimtir diateiaooo 
{*7*0 ..m# «imt)« m  the otom tm»l« of the femilioe lieliig Itfd miiea or
ommiHiino oe jfte^^ mAkakmo dbik^m ohom^^MOeemodkfilehjw#: 'On^e#Sl^m eMOoeoMO# jf.jilt^kjtffe>' OuOk ooidMiW^wmWmmW. i-Vmfm, m. #w#tt9S'| v**p |pT#^ VJr WAW# W u l w  Bftttw iTWR Jfcw^ ww WfXpefK ¥***!• V
(86 par- M k )  m  a«k# itas twice «w greet >« that of fealiie* Ueiag a*
efeerter dieteceea (U»8 per »«M)«*
imsog S«|r«99« familiea llelmg reletlrely elnrt dietaaaooe from 
rl^eieikme mode 3W^i«*mteiy more nelt# to doctor** office* thea did 
tlsoee Utdmg «t «r«mt»r dtetcmeet# foiitgr«eig^ t f«r mtfo of the letter
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made ft. moderate mt&mm *# irieit* (HS) to doctor** offices a* $mpeyed 
*l1fo per e««fe_*t the former* 0a the other head# only m * *f the
ftallle* 10«8 &<# m*MMi jftwint .m majkammWw jwHM eijiwe*wftp m0^owp*jaep wpsefl^ e^pm^ft me
of ealla (18-89 aalla «r we**}* f'btmmM • (5.6 par eanfc) «t tho« living 
laas «*» 10#6 mil*# team a phyateian and* ouah Urge mffltoar® of offioo 
Tiitt*, (tabu u m , )
Tb* roUttaaa&ip M u n  tte taufe ftadliaa Uta* t*m
diriiftiiii# end the tttt&ber e# heme visita mode I# $#' 41-riet“ Mp^pflpr *ptiw oe^ e^eft^ r B^F je^emsT TP*w^p»o*OP**ftomr '-sik^F. ’pee'
eadl MpiBflfflMiAo ftnMwiw th* Whlto fosdLSJhtit lift -the *****1^ . #nW pine -eF^ wpwf 'jmwrnr- wieeee '^eeiwww.mpfTWj^  r^eepP'
lllittE |0«fi ttilfli 4m **4H*a&,'#mA tkm* ***** .^Mii #•%» ‘iwi H-^  ^  «B»PWd|ri •^ , TP* Jff e*T» VPVeVv ■••mjiPMir Owflp
ft deeteri tfcie erne tw#iw& m Mel of M  m$k colliu imeeg femdMee 
rolatifii^ fhei*t feme ese^l&Fd fftce&piNi
ham «*Ua, 6.9 par omt n M ^ a |  jpat fiat wall* w d  *.* par Oaafc 
reeeielisg over 16 ’riaite*
flfwiy tree Hegre livlzig 10*8 follWe of mere- from ft dcetef
reeiluft^  teoe Tialte mft#e fcy ^ eetorif e-?^  heth ef' theao hfti s teWl ftFV „*
W  Yielts« Of th<»« llftftg. lees th«a 10*6 ailee flw th^f ^ jyeielftue,
eoe-^ flfth reeeived hem* eells# 6*8 j?er e«mt reeeitl»i M >  milli «mtd
l«| per eimt reeeHtes 0-12 ameh eftlle* (fehle liPUI*)
. fe femillee let the 8o««rity MftiftlfttMlem 'SMItftl Assoeiatiaia
prdhlMi fteseelftted with the fmeter ef heetm
feellitiee ere net »e »eriei«i ee they ere te telliee t*. the t«mre »
fr«|eet s«^le# in the ease ef vielte to deet^e1 effieee the prehlettui 
ef time aad treziipertetim ere the •*»!*« Bneem»« heeit^ i»e^ 
phyelelfttt oere I* imld fee dm edMiett the eeet ef j^ yelelfta eeetftete# 
nfhethftt .effiee or heme- id«li«* i* not «. direot feeti# In the ohteisedag
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it vas sswmg shits fsmillos. froporWaartsly aor* fsaiUos Hvlag 
osasWofsML* diatnw** t*m pfcysiolna* and* 4ftm* sails and sad* nos* 
mtiti mil* th*B # 4  tfcsso living shottsr disfcuwo* fras * doctor# 3& 
additloa* rolnfclvoly aor* of ih* ftonili** living grostor dlstsnsss froa 
* SfcjrsioSaa than ttf thosO living * rola&ivoly short disfcsao* *aoy rooolvod 
tew soils. <ht 4te othwr hand* fsaUiss living shortor dlsteoos* froa 
iNMii&Wwl iral&1slv#lv »oi*# Jwaa* <<u livisic tit
ffVtiKfctop <t<«fmnyii* Ufiasfiv 4s$seiiA*#&tts?4tfea8 tki f*Aeii!iAait 16 milAi
«y pmm  & d&tffcift* a&<!& vlsiM$s %&■ # b * i •%» a«BB3iapa& ^ £&h 
mw>nnh% #£ 1#S9 frfo***! |0 «t|y,aa 4A|i^ | ^ :.|Mllii’
■Bt» -LaJaLarlMi i^j0Sa*KlMfc Kak ^ i*-1^ —- ■- M^. '.-■ Jtl, .:■. J^.;— . i^j|M"Mr *~l* if '- ■L‘ 401 ptf' -.■ jk'jSkjl? alit. Itit ■M^M'W'M '^^I'ialkiC . Aj^kd. -*■3&vi8$ graf&itr ftu&m&wy m i  aatlter# ttapvre$§3 $*$ arris# -tails tairaf fcnoet
lining i#*s §bm $0 Ml** mmy wade m  mmmg® #f 8*§ <mo&
41 SSrxb 4f #$1$ ffjMlttf 10 #®f SSF# flNEI #0S*#i*ni #!&&*##
lVHwl'iiK w  Twit# nn <®*^ ®yrp» H9iw» «t*# p r  vf<B3tv hit isaoMi Ajvauag fta 
Iwwi glsVsao**. vsolllM la th« Isttsr g*w® wssivsd *a m n g t  «f 
t.8 hsas osUs« vhorsss «hM* is tto fomsv grotq? tssslvsi 1*8 «u*h eslls.' 
(Sstos $XIX«)
Vh* v^stleashlp M m w  th* llsisnw ttutk fsalliss la «h* Biatsl 
IsssslKkion livM turn, dsntisks snd th* smoMt of 4«nt*l sorvlo* «k*jr  ^
OMalasd m s  not a seostsat on* sasog ixhlt* M M N  of ths Assoelstlan . 
fhs {Mfavttsa Of ftaiUas ahloh i-ooolwd ssmtss diaing at* ysw no* 
lapp# la fsaiilos Uvtag jrolstlssly imp ssay fflcoa Isaklst* thsa ia 
thos* Urlag sharW astsasos a«ay« On m  crttaw hsn«, th* nvsvng* oort 
of l*R»nl sorvleo to fMill—  ladlesios that fkalllss livtng olosw to 
CMOfeists ehtaiami ass* sowio* tiaa a d  thos* llslBg «t grsstor astsnsos* 
iaeag Hogro waChM* of th* Assoststlmtt tits projwrtlon of fsaUios Vhlsh 
dhtalasd doaksl sorv&o* daring tho y w  nos lorgor la fsalUos living si 
losssr astsnoM flw s dnnkist than la fsmllios living eonsldershla
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Table, LXXI * Amount of Dental Service Obtained by Dental Association Members, by Race and Distance to 
Dentist* Colombia County* Arkansas, 19ht
t l t i 4
Race and Distance i Families in s Families : Number of s Families t Number of Other
to Dentist 4 Association s Having t Extractions s Having other * Dental Services
t * Extractions t t Dental Services
*■Humber* Fear *Humber* Per sTotalsPer Family tNumber* Per sTotalsPsr Family
•• * dent * * Cent s sHaving s 43 Gent s tHaving Other
t t * * * t Extractions* 4 4 tDental Service
s * * 4 * 4  * 4 4 4
'$hite 4 s s 4 £ S 4 4 4 4
4 £ £ 4 4 4 S 4 4 4
Under 10 miles t 28 t 37*3 t 13 s it6*ltt 81 * 6*2 * 6 4 21.it 4 38 4 2.9
10 miles and over 4 It? £ 62*? * 22 * 1*6.8* ll£* s 5*2 * lit 4 25*8 s 68 * 3*1
Total 4 75 *100.0 s 35 s i*6.7* 196 e 5*6 s 20 4 26.7 4106 4 3.0
^Includes one case ishere amount of dental service sas not specified
Negro
4 * 4 * 4  4 4 4 4
Under 10 miles t 31 : * $9.6 t It t 38*74 70 s 5*8 t 1 £ 3*2 £ 1 4 0*1
10 miles and over t 21 itO.it . s 6 s 28.6* 28 4 it.? * 1 4 it. 8 4 2 4 0.3
Total t St 100*0 4 18 t 3lt*6* 58 * 5*1* s 2 4 3*8 t 3 * 0*2
t t * 4 4 * 4 4 4
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Table LXXXI* Percentage of Families Reporting Office Calls and 
Heme Calls, by Base and Distance to Physician, 
Regional Tenor© Project Sample, Columbia County, 
Arkansas, 1 %Z
i, Distance 
to Physician
s Families Having 
i Office Calls
Families Having 
Home Calls
t
i
Per Cent t
s
E&E ^ ss»
ttdtet 8
#
1
{ 1
Under 10*4 miles t 55.4 9 33.3
10*4 miles and over 8 62.5 I 4*2
S 9
I 8
JJegrot •4 t
t «
Under 10*4 miles 9 49.3 « 20.S
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fable 1XXXXX. Percentage of Families Beporiing Office Calls and Hems 
Calls, by Eace and Distance to Physician, Medical Asso­
ciation Sample, Columbia County, Arkansas, 1942
s u  | | *
i S i r ?11 sOfflee Calls? Emilies t Hearn Calls
* 1 For Family jReoeiving s Per Family
1 sMfiking Calls'tHome Galls jBeceiving Calls
* U  B A .  JUS  _ *
t Per Cent i Member 1 »rf»k fiyjf * ' HUmber
i i * 8
White* * > * t
* i * i
tinder 10 mass i 53*2 ? , 4*9 * 59.4 * 4*2
10 miles and seer % B4*0 *e 5*1 $ 42*0 8 2*3
i * i i
t * I t
isgret t * t t
s * t 8
Under 10 miles ? 59*7 8 3*2 * 37*3 t 2*9
10 miles and ever i 71*4 S 6*5 * 42*9 1 1.3
i, JU * .......r . . . X*.
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them did those living at greater distances* Presumably, factors other 
than costs and the ability to pay, as Important as those are# affect 
the obtaining of medical care ia roral areas*
VI* Suramary and Conclusions 
This analysis of the int errelat ionshlp between & auaber of soeio- 
ecoiKxnic factor®, and illness and the obtaining of health ©are 1® based 
on data collected in Colombia County, one of the counties in the Coastal 
Plain region in southwest Arkansas* The county is characterised by 
moder&te-sised cotton fame, largely operated %  single families* a mod­
erate degree of tenancy* and a fairly large proportion of negroes in the 
farm population* The data were obtained from two sources t (1) schedules 
insured by personal Interview with $14 families selected on the basis of 
a stratified sample of white and Negro tenure classes, and collected as 
part of the Southwest Regional Tenure Prejeet— a fire-state cooperative 
project designed to analyse fully the socio-economic aspects of tenancy*
(s) information taken from the office records of the Farm Security A&ainis- 
tration Medical Association (a county-wide prepayment type medical coopera­
tive open to all white and Negro clients of the Farm Security Administra­
tion), and consisting of the medical experience of ESP white and Negro 
families during the calendar year 194E* A wide array ©f socio-economic 
factors that might be directly or indirectly associated with illness and 
the obtaining of medical care were tested*
Race* There Is a pronounced association between race and illness, and 
race and the obtaining of medical care* In the Tenure Project sample, in 
comparison with whites, Negroes reported proportionately more individuals 111 
and more days of illness among individuals* they also reported loss medical 
care received* In the Medical Association sample, too, Negroes received 
lees medical care than did vMbee, although because they obtained service 
under a cooperative prepayment plan, they received significantly more 
medical care than did Negroes in the Tenure Project sample,
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factor does not appear to ham  affected the mcMllty*health relationship 
to a marked degree* Factors directly associated with mobility^-tho ex­
pense of moving* the difficulty* with continuous m o w n t # of accumulating 
wealth and scouring a productive farmf the association between high mobility 
and low social status (and probably peer credit rating)-— aocoimt fsr much 
of the high sickness rate and relatively limited amount of medical care 
received*
3eotal PartjoipatioB* Materials concerning social participation were 
available only fee* families in the tenure Frojeet sample* Practically no 
relationship is found to exist between the degree to which families partici­
pated in comunity activities {as indicated by the Social B&yfelcip&tlcn index 
score)* and sickness and health care obtained by these families* When the 
study was first begun* it m s  thought that such a relationship might exist* 
that social participation would not be the direct factor* but, being closely 
associated with socio-economic status* would have the seme relationship to 
sickness and to the obtaining of health care as would any other indicant of 
sooio-eooneedc status* However* no such relationship is found to exist*
If such a relationship does exist* the index of social participation utilised 
does not reveal it*
Housing* Bata relative to the housing conditions of families were 
available only for those in the Hogioaal Tenure Project sample* %e 
measure of relatively poor or superior housing conditions utilised in 
this study m s  a housing index* descriptive of the conditions or the 
presence of a masher of separate items* all of which go to make up a 
picture of the degree of adequacy of housing* Bata for Tenure Brojeet 
sample families reveal a pronounced relationship between housing index 
scores and the incidence of illness* Compared with families having better 
housing conditions* those having poor housing conditions reported a higher
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those having lower scores reported & higher percentage of tollies 111*
* slightly smaller average number of toiler members ill# and* in terns 
of total days of illness* wore illness among family mosbera*
fhe relationship between material possession® and the obtaining of 
medical ©are is* in general# of m  inverse nature also# Although pro* 
porttonately more of the families with low index scores than of those in 
the two higher seore groups reeelved medical ©are# the higher score groups 
had more tolly members who received medical attention than the Im  group 
had* In addition* families having higher scores received greater amounts 
of medical service than did those having low index scores*
Several factors that mi^ ifc indirectly have brought about the relation* 
Ships indicated above are to be found as items "in the index# Items such as 
floor coverings# refrigerator * washing machine* and window coverings# when 
present# add to the comfort and well*baiag of family members* e&here**eueh 
as school gradds completed, books* magasines and newspapers available are 
associated with the educational level of the tolly# Both of these set® of 
items may be associated indirectly with family health tod the obtaining of 
medical care* The other items in the index**sneh as radio# automobile* 
livingrocm furniture* telephone, eto**«*although generally regarded as 
conveniences# are associated* as are the items mentioned above, with 
economic status and thus are also associated with family illness tod 
financial ability to obtain adequate medical care*
8oclo»»Boo&amlo Status* Bata relative to the socio«-eoonomio status 
of families were available only for those In the tenure Project ample* 
the relationship between etoie*eeon<saio status (as indicated by status 
scale scores) is seen to bo an inverse one* although seme irregularities
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relationship between tenure and ether -ffeetors# A large proportion of the 
remote ©hit© families and of the Megro families living at shorter distances 
art tenants* The association betimen tenancy and a number of disa&vant* 
aging factors related to illness*<*l&rg© tellies* lor income# poor housing 
conditions* high rat© of spatial mobiXity^aeoomt in part for the mriation 
In sickness rates.# In addition# distance Itself is a ihotcr# inhibiting 
prompt medical care and thus Intensifying Illness sad lengthening periods 
of illness*
Hectors associated with tenancy also act to limit the medical car© 
received by remote vshite families and Megr© families living closer in#
In addition* distance limits the medical ear© received by remote families 
in a number of mys* depending upon the %p© of service needed* Offle©
Visits involve time* availability of transportation* and transportation 
expense* Doctors* visits to homes involve difficulties in contacting a 
physician# the availability of the physician end his vdlllngmess to make 
the visit* additional service charges for home visits# as veil as mileage 
costs vhich are added to the service charge*
Although mileage or service costs did not limit service to Medical 
Association families since they had paid in advance for needed service# 
other factors associated with distance did have an effect* Among 
families of the two racial groups reporting home and office visits# 
with only oa© exception**!agrees making office call®*»faailies living 
closer to doctors reported a larger average number of home calls and 
office calls per family than did those living at greater distances#
Presumably factors other than medical costs and the ability to pay# as 
important as these are* affect the obtaining of medical service in rural 
areas#
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SCHEDULE USED IN TES STUDY OF LAND wrnm rmatioi-sieps
General Method Proposed 
At a mooting of the members of the Department of Rural Economics 
and Sociology* University of Aransas* 'with the Director of the 
Regional Land Tenure Office and hie assistant3 in late June or early 
July, 1342, reeamiaend&t i <ms were offered by the Department for samp!* 
ing of families in the Arkansas Coastal Plains* At that time the 
fallowing reeommon&ations were apparently approved*
1, That a contiguous area be selected consisting of the 
Coastal-*Plains type soil in Nevada and Columbia counties, and the west** 
era part of Union County! that bottomland areas such as that along 
the Missouri, Ouachita, and Dorehe&t rivers be excluded! that fragments 
of ccBamunities be excluded! that non*agrieultural areas be excluded, 
such as the concentrated oil development in the heavily forested land® 
around Waterloo*
2* - That approximately 100 family schedules be taken for the 
major tenure groups of white and negro operators in the area, to be 
accomplished through stratified sampling*
3, That the neighborhood be, used as the locality unit for the 
sampling of families* That every other neighborhood be first selected 
so that additional neighborhoods could be added in the sample area 
if the number of schedules fell short of prediction* The neighborhood 
would be listed for selection in the order that sections are numbered 
in the American system of land survey*
811
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4* the stratified sampling would be carried out by obtaining, 
la each selected neighborhood# a list of families by tentire class and 
selecting names £rm  each tenure class by a ratio estimated to yield 
the number of schedules desired* It m s  stated at that time that pre­
liminary study of census reports and the extensiveness' of the proposed 
area indicated that the following ratio# might apply!
White owners*•****««*#•#*»*
White rsnters*««»«**«.»*«,.*.4r,***l!3
Hegro owners******** •*•«*«.»• ltd
S'egro rentera********«***•**•*«***lf3
Megro share croppers
It mas recognised that the whit# share cropper m s  a fragment of the 
statistical uni-verse and of the sample area# and that a sizeable 
statistical sample could not be taken for this category* It m #  
decided* however* that all Whit# croppers on the reconnaissance list 
would be interviewed# unless exceptions were mad# to avoid excessive 
duplication on plantation*
f ftdtyl Ipsmfaflk
Identification of the neighborhood* In putting into operation the 
methods of sampling proposed* the first step m s  the identification 
of neighborhoods within the area* fhe following sources proved useful 
in identifying neighborhoods!
1* Old records reporting the name and population of hamlets 
and villages*
3* Historical school maps* school district lists# and 
other school data*
ft* Church minutes reporting individual churches*
4* bocal weekly newspapers# for consistent reporting of 
localities*
*13
6* Buna and Bradstreet, for list of stores and other 
businesses*
6# Records of county officials and agents, Negro and white, 
the county agricultural agent, for instance, had recognised most 
neighborhoods of the county, had designated a local leader as minute** 
man In each, and had attempted at least a rough delineation of the 
locality areas* His maps and lists were useful at the initial stage 
of the campling procedure,
Selection of every .ether neighborhood* After the neighborhoods were 
identified they were listed by name in the order that they occur on the 
map, reading across the county in the order that sections are numbered 
in the American system of land survey* The interval for the lines 
upon which the neighborhoods are read is determined by the average 
length of the neighborhoods, north to south, which in that area m e  
approximately $ miles, thus the cross**! ines 8 miles apart were followed 
end the neighborhoods listed as the centers fell closest to the line read,
Heconnalssance lists of families. When the field worker m s  assigned 
to a neighborhood he first interviewed agricultural minutsmsn or other 
persons who were residents of the neighborhood, and obtained a list of 
family names, together with the location of each fam and the tenure 
class of the operator* Beginning at the middle of the interval, or where 
the list terminated from the preceding selection, every third white 
renter, Negro owner, Negro renter, Negro share cropper, every sixth 
white owner, and all white share croppers were marked as prospective 
Informants* If the interview failed, the next m  the list of that 
tenure class was substituted* The preliminary delineation map was
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revised, a* .the field work proceeded, from the reconnaissance maps of 
the field workers#
v
Adjustments thresh the use Of alternative neighborhoods* to prevent 
change of headquarters and to conserve automobile us©, it m s  decided to 
exclude several neighborhoods that comprised the feet of the atm 
initially considered for sampling# This adjustment# and the fact that 
the sample m s  running slightly short of the desired mmber of schedules 
in one or tea tenure classes, led to., the. addition of several "alter­
native* neighborhoods* As stated previously, some use of alternative 
neighborhood® m e  expected end provided for in the original plan of the 
campling# Of &S neighborhoods, in that part of the sample area falling 
in levada County# schedules were taken in 15, including two alternatives#t
of 25 in Tkiion County# seven were sampled, five lees than designated in 
the original tentatively defined area# This comprised a net gain of two 
neighborhoods over the number first earmarked for sampling#
Testing of the m m10# When the schedule data are tabulated many checks
might be made on the represent&tiveness of the samples if it were not for
1the difficulty* of defining the area comprising the statistical universe* 
%  the use of townships the area can be arrived at appmimatelyi yet a 
very limited amount of control data are available on the township basis* 
More extensive control data are available on the county basis, but more
*In the comparison, if the data from the schedule® for tenure 
classes and race are combined it would be necessary to weight them by a 
the foraula 2tl*l/Sililtl or its refinement based on the number of useable 
schedules in each tenure elaee In proportion to the total in each tenure 
class as derived from the reconnaissance lists*
than one**half of the counties commonly classified as in the Arkansas 
Coastal Plains art marginal to other subregions* The following table 
of comparisons has only limited applicability* since many counties of 
the statistical universe are marginal* and since Mcmda and Columbia 
counties contain bottom-land areas as well as that sampled# Howevsr* 
the figures shorn that* for the two counties* the average or percentages 
approximate comparable figures for the counties usually considered to 
comprise the Arkansas Coastal Plains*
2X6
Comparison of Sample Counties jsiih the Arkansas Coastal Plains* 
by femurs Class* Fam loom©* and Sit® of Farm, 1940
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$* living worn *m ll eaactruetloa* SC<m W
Mil Building paper or Y N
Hotter board Ceiling m  inside mil
Score* 8 8 4  8
9# living room nolle decorated! f**M § 8
10* lighting facilities*
SXoebrle Gas, Mantl©*“or Pressure Oil' lamps* others or none 
Secret 8 8 3
11* mter piped into the house? Y— H 8 4
12* Kitchen sink! Y—3 f 4
XI Movable Pea session®
12* liv in g  m m  floo r covering t
80S® er-earpata linolom erhare floor®
Secret 8 3
*
14* Shades and curtains or drapes on liv ing  m m  windows? Y—1 i  2
IS* living room lounge*
Divan, davenport* Say bed or Bed* cot*
or studie~Qouch couch or none
Score* 8 V 8
28* Iin©Xet«t on kitchen floor? Y— M 8 2
I f *  Fee*? uaaherf Y—K 8 8
13* Refrigerator*
Mechanical Ice Other or none
Score* 8 8 i
19* Radio? If—If 3 8
20* felephenef Y—IT 3 S
31* Automobile? (ether than truck) Y— U S 8
23* Furniture Insured? Y— N f 4
2f« Family takes a daily newspaper? Y—M 3 3
24* Member of magaaine® regularly taken? .
Staber* 0*1 2*2 4*8 6‘"SI up
Score* 2 5 7 3
S19
85* Apprmdmat* aariwr of fcooke to tho torot ........... SCQ8B V
Suraborl -0»t 8»49 SO-S9 200 and up Y H
* 8 f 8
26* Wto** edneabioat (grades completed)
0*7 8 &*U 18 TtJ and up
Secret 8 8 8 7 8
8ft disband* e education? (grades completed) ..
HaB&>er» 0*7 8 $#1|, 18 TW 1 S d  up
secret 8 6 8 7 8
28* Siaband*® life insured? T **$ 8 $
i n  s o c m  HmciPAnoir
88* Sisb&ad a church member? Tt*#t 5 8
56* Husband attends ciaareM ef meetings) Y**3f S 8
51; Husband attends Sunday school? ef meetings) Y*»M 6 8
28* Husband a member of a fam ooopcrative? f«wir 8 4
68* Hlfe a church member? 5 2
54* Wife attends church? {% of meetings) JMff 5 2
■ 58* Wife attends Sunday school? (§ of'meetings) Y***I 6 5
58* Wife a member of an extension or f* T* 4* group? Y**t 8 4
# # * * * # # *
General and Specific Directions for Use of the Soelo*Boonmio Status Seale
(The general directions ©ad the introductory specific directions are 
quoted free Cfclahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin 
Ho* 9* *Th© Construction and Standardisation of a Seale'for the Measurement 
of the Soeioweccaaaie Status of Gkl&heraa fans by William 1#
Sewell* Stillmter* <Maha&af April 1846* pp* 88*88* The additional spec* 
ific directions are decisions that Mrs made at the time of sealing the 
eeere Item**}
"General Direction® to Enumerator - The answers to the questions listed in 
the scale provide a quantitative description of farm family socio-eooncmio 
status* These questions were adopted after analysis of a large number of 
lima* designed to measure soeio*econoialc status* They were chosen accord­
ing to a statistical teehmlque for item selection* Therefore# do not let 
your opinion concerning the merit of any question influence your enumeration 
of it* It is essential that every question be answered as carefully as 
possible* Many of the questions can be answered by observation* where they 
casmefe be* you must ask* If possible* take the schedule in the living tom  
of the family being rated* and try to see the kitchen#
After having ascertained the answer to a question* check or circle 
the correct description* *%” is the abbreviation for “Ye®** "H" la the 
abbreviation for "He*11 Some questions have a choice of several answers*
In such oases you must check the reply that is the most accurate des­
cription* Check only one answer to each question*1*
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